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From the
Editor’s Desk
The Asia Teachers’
Association [A.T.A.],
now The Asia
Education Teachers’
Association [AETA]
was formed almost
fifty years ago at a
time when the White
Australia Policy was
fresh in the memory
of the country. It was a time when Australia was venturing
out of its ’comfort zone’ seeking to build relationships
with our neighbours in Asia and developing Australia as a
Multicultural nation.
The N.S.W. Government, in the early 1970’s, introduced
a new 7-10 Course called Asian Social Studies. This was
a radical departure from all other High school subjects
as it took an interdisciplinary approach to the study of
Asia. Its main focus was intercultural awareness and
understanding. Through Respect and Acceptance of and
for diversity, students could develop skills that would
become essential for living in a networked, global world.
The course was based around investigating, valuing and
communicating. History and Geography were integrated
with the study of culture, religion, anthropology, literature,
language and the visual and performing arts.
A small group of Educators with a passion for teaching
this new course, set up the A.T.A. to provide teaching
ideas and resources in a small, eight-page newsletter.
This grew into a journal, published four times a year.
Conferences and teacher development days provided
workshops, resources, worksheets etc. During the 1980’s,
the association had 450 members from around Australia.
The journal, and its importance, continued to grow.
The twenty first century saw a revolution in technology
and communications. Information and resources were
readily available from the Internet. Membership numbers
began to decline. Seven years ago, we moved to an
on- line journal, which was more accessible for teachers,
but numbers continued to decline. The model, where
membership payments support the production of the
journal was clearly ‘old thinking’ and we needed to
change.
Making money was never a motivation for those involved
in providing these teaching materials; all of whom
were volunteers. On-line teacher support groups have
exploded in the last few years where teachers willingly

share class materials, programs, resources and ideas.
With the advent of the Australian Curriculum and the
need to teach about Asia as a learning priority across all
subject areas, we, too, expanded the breadth of what we
offer teachers for their classroom.
The introduction of Copyright Payments has meant
recognition for our volunteers who have provided
such wonderful classroom materials. Sometimes, we
are unable to identify recipients as those who have
photocopied materials have not filled in the paperwork to
identify author and/pieces of work. This money remains
with the Association and helps to pay for our production
costs until and if, it is claimed. [Please contact the Editor
if you have contributed original work and think you may
have a claim. Copyright is paid only to those whose
material has been copied.]
From 2020, access to our digital resources will be FREE
on-line and will no longer require membership of our
Association.
All of the material from seven years of on-line journals
now will be freely available. New material will be regularly
added to the website. A scaffold will be set up to assist
teachers in searching for the materials they need such
as country, subject, stages, global issues, human
rights, religion, festivals, literature and intercultural
communication.
As a young teacher in the 1970’s I taught Asian Social
Studies joining the Association in 1975.It was my belief
at the time, that by the time I retired, 2004, there would
no longer be a need to be teaching respect [NOT
TOLERANCE] difference and diversity.
SADLY, I was wrong!
The need today for our association, and what it stands
for, seems even stronger. An association that aims to
model how, by teaching and respecting human diversity,
everyone’s lives are enriched, peaceful and a part of a
global community.
Please use our website and share its treasures with other
hard-working teachers.
Di Dunlop [Editor since 1990].

Valuing cultural diversity and promoting intercultural
understanding in a networked world
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Before teaching
Content/Perspective/Indicator

Learning Activities

Asia and its Diversity
OI.2 Interrelationships between humans and
the diverse environments in Asia shape the
region and have global implications.

•

Ensure students know the location of Japan as well as overall facts about the country (i.e. flag, language).

•

Begin a manga and anime diary. Before each lesson, students write what they already know and what they think they
will learn. At the end, the students write what they did learn. An example is provided below.

Outcomes

Literacy
Interpreting, analysing, evaluating
(ACELY1712)

Select, navigate and read texts for a range of
purposes, applying appropriate text
processing strategies and interpreting
structural features, for example table of
contents, glossary, chapters, headings and
subheadings

DEFINING MANGA
What I know about this topic...

What I think I will learn...

New learning...

Defining manga
Content/Perspective/Indicator

Learning Activities

Achievements and Contributions of the
Peoples of Asia
O1.4 The arts and literature of Asia influence
aesthetic and creative pursuits within Australia,
the region and globally.

 Explain to the students that you are going to show them a drawing of a frame within a Japanese manga story.

Outcomes
VAS3.1 Investigates subject matter in an
attempt to represent a likeness of things in the
world
VAS3.2 Makes artworks for different audiences
assembling materials in a variety of ways
VAS3.4 Communicates about the ways in which
subject matter is represented in artworks

 Show students a picture of a manga frame that depicts a stereotypical large eyed, Western looking
character. Ask the students to consider what is distinct about the eyes, clothing, appearance and expression
of the manga. Consider the background and frame drawn by the artist.
 Allow students time to explore manga texts (these can be borrowed from the school or local library).
Students discuss the similarities in characters throughout the manga stories, their roles and their appearance.
Students may find a certain theme throughout many manga (for instance love or fighting). Students may see
similarities with comic books. Write all ideas onto a class mind map.
 Teacher provides students with fast facts about manga which are added to the mind map (See teacher
notes).
 Explain to students that they are going to draw their own manga character. Watch a YouTube clip on how to
draw manga. An example can be found at http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=KBhFraZQHcQ
 As a class, create a marking criteria to determine what a good manga frame would include (consider frame,
typical character types, character features, artistic scale, drawing techniques etc).

© ASIA Volume 47 Number 1		

Assessment-Students draw their own manga character considering the class criteria (VAS3.1, VAS3.2).
 Extension Activity- Students use computer technology to graphically change the appearance of themselves
into manga characters. They could enlarge their eyes, change their hair colour etc. Oruse online application
such as Mangatar
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Social and Economic Issues in Australia
Content/Perspectiv /Indicator

Learning Activities

•

 Discuss the meaning of ‘social’ and ‘economic’ issues. Students consider the social and economic issues
within Australian society and as a whole class, place each idea within the three headings shown below.

•
•
•

describes how, and gives reasons why,
Australia is interdependent with other
nations
outlines attitudes and behaviours that
that contribute to social cohesion
-Identifies some contemporary tensions
that occur in a culturally diverse society
Plan, rehearse and deliver presentations
selecting and sequencing appropriate
multimodal elements for defined
audiences and purposes, making
appropriate choices for modality and
emphasis (ACELY1700, ACELY 1710)

How we relate to people in
Australian society
School (Bullying, Friendships)
Family relationships
Media and Technology (mobile
phones, Internet)
Suicide
Child abuse

Outcomes

SSS3.7 Describes how Australian people,
systems and communities are globally
interconnected and recognises global
responsibilities.
CUS3.3 Describes different cultural influences
and their contribution to Australian identities.

How we relate to groups
within Australian society
Religious Groups
Different nationalities
Different languages
Illegal immigration/
immigration
Racism
Human Rights (Youth,
Feminism, Elderly)
Obesity
Popular culture
Aboriginal Australia

Other issues of importance
within Australian society
Terrorism
Trade and trade agreements
International relationships
(Trade and trade agreements,
international treaties and global
obligations)
Laws (Alcohol and tobacco,
Gambling)
Unemployment
Interest rates and money

 In pairs students are given an appropriate issue to become an expert on. Using library research time, the
Internet and media articles (these resources should be made available by the classroom teacher or set as
a homework task) students are asked to prepare a 3-5 minute Prezi or Glogster presentation on their
issue.
Assessment

EN3-1A Communicates effectively for a variety
of audiences and purposes using increasingly
challenging topics, ideas, issues and language
forms and features.

Students present a 3-5 minute PowerPoint talk about their issue (SSS3.7, CUS3.3, CUS4.3, EN3-1A).

Social and Economic Issues Can be Identified in Manga
Content/Perspective/Indicator
•

Make connections between students’ own
experiences and those of characters and
events represented in texts drawn from
different historical, social and cultural
contexts (ACELT1613)

Outcomes
VAS3.1 Investigates subject matter in an
attempt to represent a likeness of things in the
world.
VAS3.3 acknowledges that audiences respond
in different ways to artworks and that there
are different opinions about the value of
artworks.
VAS3.4 Communicates about the ways in
which subject matter is represented in
artworks.
© ASIA Volume 47 Number 1		

EN3-8D identifies and considers how different
viewpoints of their word, including aspects of
culture, are represented in texts
- Recognise how the use of language or visual
features can depict cultural assumptions in
texts.
EN3-7C Thinks imaginatively, creatively and
interpretively and critically about information
and ideas and identifies connections between
texts when responding to and composing texts.

Learning Activities
 Read and discuss a manga strip that makes a statement about a social or economic issue. Discuss:
 Where do you think the manga is from? How do you know?
 What do you think the issue is? Is it social or economic?
 Is it an issue that we have in Australia? Do you think Japan has the same or different issues to those in
Australia? How do you know? How could you find out?
 How does the manga make you feel? Do you think that was the creator’s intention?
 Do you think Japanese people might respond differently to the manga strip than what Australians do?
Why?
 Explain that manga strips often raise social issues within Japanese society and that these issues are
understood by the society they are made for (See teacher notes for further information on this concept).
Assessment
In groups, children create a manga strip (to be used later as a storyboard) to address an issue within their
society. Students may like to use the research done previously or use the information other class members
gave them in their speech. (EN3-8D, EN3-7C, VAS3.1).
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Social and Economic Issues in Australia
Content/Perspective/Indicator

Learning Activities

•

 Discuss the meaning of ‘social’ and ‘economic’ issues. Students consider the social and economic issues
within Australian society and as a whole class, place each idea within the three headings shown below.

•
•
•

describes how, and gives reasons why,
Australia is interdependent with other
nations
outlines attitudes and behaviours that
that contribute to social cohesion
identifies some contemporary tensions
that occur in a culturally diverse society
plans, rehearse sand delivers
presentations selecting and sequencing
appropriate multimodal elements for
defined audiences and purposes, making
appropriate choices for modality and
emphasis (ACELY1700, ACELY 1710)

How we relate to people in
Australian society
School (Bullying, Friendships)
Family relationships
Media and Technology (mobile
phones, Internet)
Suicide
Child abuse

Outcomes

How we relate to groups
within Australian society
Religious Groups
Different nationalities
Different languages
Illegal immigration/
immigration
Racism
Human Rights (Youth,
Feminism, Elderly)
Obesity
Popular culture
Aboriginal Australia

Other issues of importance
within Australian society
Terrorism
Trade and trade agreements
International relationships
(Trade and trade agreements,
international treaties and global
obligations)
Laws (Alcohol and tobacco,
Gambling)
Unemployment
Interest rates and money

SSS3.7 Describes how Australian people,
systems and communities are globally
interconnected and recognises global
responsibilities.

 In pairs students are given an appropriate issue to become an expert on. Using library research time, the
Internet and media articles (these resources should be made available by the classroom teacher or set as a
homework task) students are asked to prepare a 3-5 minute Prezi or Glogster presentation on their issue.

CUS3.3 Describes different cultural influences
and their contribution to Australian identities.

Assessment

EN3-1A Communicates effectively for a variety
of audiences and purposes using increasingly
challenging topics, ideas, issues and language
forms and features

Students present a 3-5 minute PowerPoint talk about their issue (SSS3.7, CUS3.3, CUS4.3, EN3-1A).

Defining Anime
Content/Perspective/Indicator
•
•
•
•
•

Learning Activities

Identify a range of appropriate materials for
the task

 Discuss and define anime as the video or film version of manga.

Explore how information and communication
systems can be used to exchange ideas,
collaborate with others and present data
Asia and its Diversity

 Students play a game designed to visually demonstrate how many people in the class have been
impacted by Japanese anime or manga. Students stand in a circle and are asked questions by the teacher.
If they agree, students must kneel on one knee, then two keens, one elbow, two elbows then sit down.
Teacher asks students questions such as:

OI.2 Interrelationships between humans
shape the region and have global
implications.

Who has ever read a manga comic? Who has seen manga comics in the library? Who has a sibling or friend
who reads manga? Who owns a pencil case, bag, rubber etc with a manga/anime character on it? Who has
watched Sailormoon/Pokémon/Dragon Ball on television? Who has played with a Beyblade/ Pokémon cards?

Achievements and Contributions of the
Peoples of Asia
O1.4 The arts and literature of Asia influence
aesthetic and creative pursuits within
Australia, the region and globally

Outcomes

ST3-5WT Plans and implements a design process,
selecting a range of tools, equipment, materials
and techniques to produce solutions that address
the design criteria and identified constraints
© ASIA Volume 47 Number 1		

ST3-151 Describes how social influences impact on
the design and use of information and
communication systems
DRAS3.1 Develops a range of in-depth and
sustained roles
DRAS3.3 Devises, acts and rehearses drama for
performance to an audience

 Discuss the results and provide students with background information about the popularity of anime and
manga across the world. Include information on the impact in Australian society through cosplay and
show students some pictures of Australian teens dressed as their favourite anime/ manga characters (see
teacher notes for more information on these areas).
 Students use ICT to turn their manga strip into anime. Students dress-up as their manga character
(Cosplay) and record their work using tablets (such as I-pads) or video cameras.
 As an easier option, students may also create their anime using Internet programs such as
http://comiclife.com/ or http://www.readwritethink.org/files/resources/interactives/comic/index.html

Assessment

In groups, children create a manga strip (to be used later as a storyboard) to address an issue within their
society. Students may like to use the research done previously or use the information other class members
gave them in their speech. (EN3-8D, EN3-7C, VAS3.1).

Extension ICT activity

Consider the Japanese language website via YouTube at http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=uGmc_Fvx0ds
Students explore Japanese language activities online at http://anime-manga.jp/index_english.html (Source:
Japan Foundation.) Japanese language learnt could be used to label areas of the classroom.
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Understanding Traditional Japan
Content/Perspective/Indicator
•
•

Learning Activities

Examines cultures within another nation

 Explain to students that they will be researching traditional Japan in order to further understand the
society and country. Students are given task cards (included in this guide) and provided with an
activity learning centre (visuals, listening, reading, internet, books) to find the answers to their
questions. The teacher may need to demonstrate how to use these resources in order to find the
answers that are required.
Asia-Australia Engagement
 Students work in jigsaw groups to research traditional Japanese life and report back to one another,
• OI.5 Collaboration and engagement with the peoples
sharing their knowledge.
of Asia support effective regional and global
 As a culminating activity, play a class trivia game with the questions set around traditional Japan.
citizenship.
Remind the students that the jigsaw group that teaches one another the best are most likely to win!
Asia and its Diversity OI.2 Interrelationships between
humans and the diverse environments in Asia shape
the region and have global implications.

Outcomes
CUS3.4 Examines how cultures change through
interactions with other cultures and the environment

Assessment

ENS3.6 Explains how various beliefs and practices
influence the ways in which people interact with, change
and value their environment.

As a culminating activity, play a class trivia game with the questions set around traditional Japan.
Remind the students that the jigsaw group that teaches one another the best are most likely to win!

Recognising that manga and anime are not depicting traditional Japan
Content/Perspective/Indicator
•
•
•

•
•

Examines how cultural diversity causes
cultural change, including conflict situations
Explores cultural change in a country of
interest
Make connections between students’ own
experiences and those of characters and
events represented in texts drawn from
different historical, social and cultural
contexts (ACELT1613)
Plan, draft and publish informative and
persuasive texts, choosing text structures
and language features appropriate to text
audience (ACELY1704, ACELY1714)
Asia-Australia engagement OI.6 Australia is
part of the Asia region and our histories
from ancient times to the present are linked

Outcomes

© ASIA Volume 47 Number 1		

CUS3.4 Examines how cultures change through
interactions with other cultures and the
environment
EN3-8D identifies and considers how different
viewpoints of their word, including aspects of
culture, are represented in textsRecognise how
the use of language or visual features can depict
cultural assumptions in texts
EN3-2A Composes, edits and presents wellstructured and coherent texts

Learning Activities
 Look at a picture of the anime/manga character Sailormoon (these can be accessed through a search engine online).
 Based on student learning about traditional Japan, discuss:
 Does this character look Japanese? Why/Why not?
Does she remind you of another popular doll? Who? Why?
Are her clothes traditional Japanese dress? Why/ Why not?
Do you think a traditional Japanese schoolgirl would be able to dress this way? Why?
Does the background of the picture depict a traditional Japanese society? How?
When do you think this manga was created? Who do you think it was created for? Why?
 As students will now have some understanding of the lack of traditional Japanese in manga, think/pair/share about the
question: Do you think Japanese manga and anime provide a real view of Japan?
 Explain the influence of American comics after WW2 (See teacher notes on manga/anime history). Jointly construct a
summary of the impact that American culture has had on Japanese manga and anime.
 Watch a short anime clip of Sailormoon. The first anime episode can be found at
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=3ryHKNCmzcU
 Students consider if it is a real depiction of Japan or if there is evidence to suggest otherwise. Have students anticipate
what they might see by providing statements, opinions or quotations to cue their responses and predictions. For
instance, the teacher may say “Sailormoon will be wearing traditional Japanese clothing”.
 Students complete a checklist (provided) to consider the traditional aspects of Japan that may be evident.
 Discuss student checklists and begin a class brainstorm about why Japan would still be generating a non-traditional
image of Japan through anime and manga. Explain the concept of “Japanese Cool” (See teacher notes). Ask: Do you agree
that anime and manga does not depict a true version of Japan?
 Jointly construct a summary about “Japanese Cool”.

Assessment

Show students the first original manga “The great wave of Kanagawa” (This popular image can be found through search
engines online). Compare the difference between this older type of manga and the more modern form. Students complete a
Venn diagram to highlight the similarities and differences between the two types. Have students summarise why manga has
changed due to cultural influences and “Japanese Cool” (EN3-8D, EN3-2A, 01.6, CUS3.4).

Extension

Students pictures of modern Tokyo and discuss the influence that manga and anime has had on Japan. Consider maid cafes,
the appearance of young girls and the buildings in the main streets.
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Task Card 1

Task Card 2

Japanese Traditional Dance, Drama
and Arts.

Ceremonies and Festivals in Traditional Japan

What were the traditional arts in Japan?

What ceremonies and festivals were celebrated?

What did traditional manga look like?

Why were they celebrated?

What is rakugo and who participated in this?

Were there any significant colours, symbols or practices used
in the ceremonies?

What were the traditional instruments and how were they
made?

EXTENSION TASK
EXTENSION TASK

Create a calendar that lists the dates those events
occurred.

Script and perform an original rakugo
performance?

Microsoft office
clipart

Microsoft office
clipart

Task Card 3

Task Card 4

Create a timeline to explain the leadership in Japan.

What foods were common in traditional life?

Japanese Dynasties

Traditional food and eating customs

Note anything important that occurred in each dynasty





War
introduction of religion
introduction on writing
new language

Why were they eaten so often?
Who made the food?
Was it prepared in a certain way?

EXTENSION TASK

EXTENSION TASK

© ASIA Volume 47 Number 1		

Design a traditional Japanese meal.

Write a journal entry from the
perspective of your favourite ruler.

Microsoft office
clipart

Microsoft office
clipart
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Task Card 5

Task Card 6

What were the traditional roles and responsibilities of men
and women?

What was the traditional everyday dress for Japanese men,
women and children?

Traditional Family Life (the roles of each
gender, children and adults)

What about children?

Traditional Japanese Dress

Why did they wear these clothes?

What jobs did men/ women do?

Did their outfits change for special occasions?

Where did they live?
What did their community look like?

EXTENSION TASK

EXTENSION TASK
Draw a picture or create a
model of a traditional house
in Japan.

Draw and label a traditional Japanese
costume.

Microsoft office
clipart

Sailormoon Checklist
Features

Appearance of the characters (hair, eyes)
Dress
Solar System
Names
Buildings and houses
Role of her Mother
Relationships with adults
Signs (writing)
© ASIA Volume 47 Number 1		

Issues (shopping, ‘geeks’, lying to parents,
allowance, television programs and games, failing
tests, friendships, running late, relationships)
Father
Superhero

Traditional
Japanese

Other (if so, what? How?)

21

Teacher’s notes
What is Manga?
Manga is translated literally to mean a humorous
picture (Toku, 2001: 13). It is effectively a Japanese
comic book, made using fiction and non-fiction
genres (Poitras, 2008: 49). For instance, manga
may be about politics, society, history or culture
(Fukunaga, 2006: 206). Manga feature millions of
visual images of characters that make up a comic

PHONE BOOK MANGA BY CHRIS FRITZ, CC
BY-NC 2.0

story (Chen, 2007:14). These stories are made into
series and about 15 of these series makes up one manga book (Grigsby, 1998: 65). A single tale is told over a
succession of books and “a manga title can be 10-20 volumes in length, each over 100 pages telling a single
longer tale” (Poitras, 2008: 49). Once the tale is complete the manga is ended allowing for an ever changing and
creative manga setting (Poitras, 2008: 49). Manga are released weekly, bi weekly and monthly and they usually
run for three to six months (Grigsby, 1998: 65).
Manga are characterised by specific elements. The first key element in manga is picture. The picture “is the
content of manga’s expression, divided into positive shapes (figure) and negative shapes (background)” (Toku,
2001: 13). The second element is that of word. Onomatopoeia is common in manga and the subjects have both
an inside voice (thought) and outside voice (speech) that is determined through the use of balloons (Toku, 2001:
13). The third common element in manga is balloon. Balloons indicate words used by the subject. In the past
balloons were used as a container for the subject’s inside or outside voice (Toku, 2001: 14). Word balloons are
read from left to right (Poitras, 2008: 49; Jungst, 2004: 83). The last element that manga possesses is that of
frame. Frames surround the pictures and words. The frames in Japanese manga are used to express different
psychological situations (Toku, 2001: 14) and unlike Western picture books, their frames are triangular, circular
or polygons and can overlap into an adjacent panel (Poitras, 2008: 49).
To keep people intrigued in manga, the characters used are often similar with small differences to gain a
potential new group of readers and maximise profit (Wilson, 2009: 53). Thousands of manga characters are
consistently created to replace less popular characters or those who are no longer being written about (Wilson,
2009). The creators must find innovative ways to make these characters appear more attractive with greater
powers (Wilson, 2009: 53). In the West people read comic books at a certain point in their life, if at all. In Japan,
people of all ages and genders read manga nearly every week. Almost 42% of all books in Japan are manga
(Wilson, 2009: 52).

22
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Teacher’s notes
The History of Manga
It is believed that Manga dates back to the 12th Century where a priest called Toba (1053-1140)
painted humorous pictures of animals (Toku, 2001 13).
During the Japanese Edo Period, it was Hokusai Katsushika (1760-1849) who first called them manga
(Grigsby). Before this Manga were only 1-4 pictures, not many like modern times (Grigsby, 1998:64)
During the Meiji period (1868-1912) contact with the West influenced Japanese Manga and by the
Taisho period (1912-1926) newspaper comics and cartoon gained importance (Grigsby, 1998: 64).
After WW2 influences from the Western Disney and US comics made Manga more popular and the
style of Manga changed from the 1980s (Toku, 2001:13; Li et al., 2006).
After WW2 and with the increased demand for Japanese made technologies, America could no longer
pretend that Japan was a backward country. Instead, America created a stereotype that suggested
Japanese people were like the machines that they made, robotic “Cyberpunks”. This idea appealed to
the Japanese people and they began to produce cyberpunk texts in the form of manga and anime
(Paulk, 2011).

FROG AND RABBIT PLAY SUMO BY REIJIYAMASHINA, PDJAPAN-OLDPHOTO
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Teacher’s notes
What is Anime?
Anime is a word for Japanese
animated television programs,

ASTROBOYBY DANZDEN , CC BY-NC-ND 2.0

original video animation or films (Fukunaga: 206). Anime has a distinctive, quirky humour
(Fukunaga, 2006:212) and it has futuristic settings that include violence and sexuality
(Paulk, 2011:494) as well as the use of fantasy and specific character types (Li et al., 2006).
From the 1960s, after the influence from the Americans during WW2, anime drawings
changed from Japanese-like characters to those known today (Li et al. 2006; Stockins,
2009). Anime characters, like their manga counterparts, are discernible by their wide eyes
and overstated facial expressions, drawn with both traditional skills and digital technology
(Li et al., 2006). Some of the key characteristics of anime include exaggerated perspective,
smoke trails, blurring, speed lines and stretching the view (Li et al., 2006:16). Colour and
shading is also evident in anime, whereas in manga, black and white is used to save money
in printing (Li et al, 2006; Jungst, 2004: 83).
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Character Types
Some of the characters within manga and anime appear to portray
certain social expectations of people within Japanese society.
First, one common character in manga and anime is that of the rabbit. It
has a notable blankness of disposition and the rabbit represents staying
in line and following the rules (Wilson, 2009). These rabbits are usually
included in young children’s manga, perhaps as a way of conforming
children to Japanese society (Wilson, 2009: 55).
Next, female doll characters are common in manga. Interestingly, they
are often cute but they have the character of the rabbit, a blankness
and conformity in society. Perhaps this links with the idea of the role of

FT YOTSUBA [106] BY KAYVEE
CC BY-NC-SA 2.0

women in Japan. Historically, women in Japan were treated like possessions, with a duty to submit to
their parents, marry who they were told and stay in the home (Stockins, 2009; Grigsby, 1998). Moreover,
a manga type written for women, called “Shoujo” (Li, 2006:11), further emphasised the role of women, as
being for romance and child bearing (Stockins, 2009). This was an attempt at deterring women from
becoming educated and professional (Stockins, 2009).
In the 1980s a character known as “cho-shojo”, or "Hyper-Girl," was introduced as a girl with powers.
These Hyper-Girls have continued to transform in manga and anime (Kotani, 2006:162). Furthermore, a
Japanese artist, Takashi Murakami, has started an art movement depicting the changing role of women in
Japan (Stockins, 2009). This could indeed be one form of feminism, showing women as capable of being
powerful and in control, not just submissive (Newsom, 2004). For further reading on character
stereotypes see Reider, 2003; Miller, 2008; Stockins, 2008
These definitions are from Li, 2008: 11.
Chibi: A small character with a small body.
Cyborgs: characters who acquire magical powers; a sort of super hero. They are believed to originate from the traditional
Samurai.
Bishounen: A pretty, elegant male character.
Kawaii (Or Bishoujo): A cute female character who is often lively and happy.
Shounen: Anime aimed at boys
Shoujo: Anime aimed at girls
Seinen: Manga aimed at young males.
Doujinshi: Manga not professionally made.
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The Spread of Anime and Manga
Japanese anime and manga has been increasing
in popularity around the world (Iwabuchi, 2002;
Li et al., 2006). Revenues from anime and
manga increased by 300% over the 10 years
between 2001 and 2011 and now the popular
culture edges on “mass market ubiquity”
(Paulk, 2011: 495). Manga and anime have
broken wide in the West as well as in Asia,
especially Taiwan, Korea, Hong Kong and
mainland China (Paulk, 2011; Chen, 2007). Its
spread is so dominant that the influence of this
social and cultural phenomenon can be seen in
young children. Japanese anime is seen in
theatres as well as on television and through
cable channels such as The Cartoon Network,
here in Australia (Li et al, 2006.). “Japanese
POKEMON RED (GAMEBOY) BY BRYAN OCHALLA ,CC
anime currently fill after school and weekend
BY-SA 2.0
time slots in the US, Pokémon broadcasting to
65 countries and translated in 30 languages” (McGray, 2002: 46).
Similarly, the ability to use these characters in multimodal merchandising has broadened the popularity
for manga and anime (Li et al., 2006). Sony Playstation and Nintendo are inspired by Japanese anime or
manga, using these concepts in their games (McGray, 2002: 46). Hollywood films have also taken ideas
from anime and manga, seen most evidently in The Matrix and Dark Angel (McGray, 2002: 46). Such
elements of the Japanese market impacting on the western world emphasises the desire for manga and
anime (Ambirajan, 2000: 2145).
In Australia, the Supernova Pop Culture Expo has been held annually since 2003. It is an opportunity for
Australian manga and anime fans to dress as their favourite characters (known as Cosplay) and meet
celebrities and creators who help bring the comics to life (Supernova Pop Culture Industries Website,
2012).
The Spread in Australian society can also be seen in the popularity of Cosplay flash mobs across the
country in places such as Sydney and Adelaide. In Sydney on 5th February 2011, Hyde Park was
surrounded with manga and anime audiences, dressed as their favourite characters (SmugMug Inc
Website, 2012).
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Japanese Cool and
Globalisation
Even though Japan’s economic leadership
has declined since the 1990s, it has been
able to influence global culture through
anime and manga (Paulk, 2011: 495-6).
Manga and anime have portrayed and
reinvented Japan to the world as a
futuristic and ultra-modern nation
(Gibson as in Paulk, 2011: 496). This
perceived “Japanese Cool” has
transcended through Asia and the West
(McGray, 2002).
However, it is not a “real” view of Japan.
In fact, Japan has succeeded in absorbing
and mimicking foreign influences to
AIRPORT MANGA BY CHOTDA , CC BY-NC-ND 2.0
create a people pleasing culture (Paulk,
2011). Post WW2 characters have idealised Western features such as wide eyes, long legs, coloured
hair and small waists (Wilson, 2009; Grigsby, 1998). In essence, Japan has produced a cultural
homogeneity where a standard stereotype of Western or ‘modern’ cultural characteristics has been
created for marketing and money making (Grigsby, 1998: 61-70). This “global culture industry”
includes the use of trendy English words and European themes such as Greek mythology (Wilson,
2009: 75-6).
Iwabushi suggests that Japan’s belief that manga and anime’s foreign influence is in fact arrogant
because they are only exporting a “culturally odourless” phenomenon. That is, whilst children and
adults around the world are enjoying manga and anime, they are not actually enjoying or taking
interest in real Japanese culture (Iwabushi: 456).
“As the trend toward globalisation has intensified over the last decade, both national histories and
national identities have become contested territories, as the citizens of an increasingly interdependent
world attempt to define themselves vis-à-vis what many fear to be an oppressively homogeneous
global culture dominated by the United States” (Napier, 2001: 467).
Japan is not selling Japanese culture; rather they are exporting an international culture (McGray, 2002:
49). They are not futuristic, however they have used manga and anime to be influential and symbolise
a “hyper modernism” (Paulk, 2011: 493-4). Unfortunately, many Sydney fans still misunderstand
Japanese culture based on their preconceived ideas of the country that are seen in manga and anime
(Stockins, 2009).
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Who is Sailormoon?
Sailormoon is an action/ adventure manga about a girl
called Tsukino, a whiny, lazy fourteen year old who finds
out that she is a reincarnated Princess from an alien Moon
Kingdom (Newsom, 2004; Chen, 2009; Grigsby, 1998). This
kingdom was destroyed over 1000 years ago by its
enemies, the Negaverse (Newsom, 2004). Together with
other school girls/ reincarnated females (from places
around the galaxy), a wise cat, Luna, and her boyfriend
Tuxedo, they fight against the reincarnated warriors from
the Negaverse (Newsom, 2004; Chen, 2009; Grigsby,
1998). In each battle Sailormoon is reluctant to participate
due to her cry baby character, but is the ultimate hero,
always striking the last blow to kill their enemies
(Newsom, 2004).
Sailormoon was originally created as a manga and has
since been adapted into anime. In Japan, Sailormoon is a
$1.5 billion merchandising franchise and its popularity has
spread to Australia and around the world (Grigsby, 1998:
59). Sailormoon is on television in countries such as
Indonesia, America, Korea, Taiwan, Australia, France, Italy,
Spain and Hong Kong (Grigsby, 1999).

KODANSHA'S RE-RELEASE BY CHRIS FRITZ CC BYNC 2.0

Sailormoon is printed in a weekly Japanese magazine called Nakayoshi and around 5,000 Sailormoon
products are produced to ensure multimodal spread (Grigsby, 1998: 59). Whilst targeted at teenage
girls, even men are buying bed sheets and underwear with pictures of Sailormoon (Grigsby, 1998: 73),
showing the popularity across both genders.

Sailormoon and Japanese Cool
With her blonde hair, small waist, big blue eyes and long legs it is easy to see the Western inspiration
in Sailormoon drawings. There is very little Japanese about Sailormoon’s appearance. The use of the
‘cute’ and ‘modern western’ look has made Sailormoon popular in the West and throughout Asia
(Grigsby, 1998: 76).
The roles that Sailormoon, her family and her friends play also show a Western perspective on the role
of women. That is, the real Japanese society suggests that women should stay in the private sphere,
among the family; although, Sailormoon moves into the public sphere in the first anime episode
(Grigsby, 1998). “The cultural symbolic values most readily identified in Sailormoon are those
associated with modem consumer mass culture” (Grigsby, 1998: 75).
It is these obvious differences that demonstrate the way in which manga and anime are cross cultural
and not purely Japanese. Sailormoon is a prime example of cultural homogeneity, created for
consumer purposes (Grigsby, 1999). It is an example of “Japanese Cool”.
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TRASH
By Andy Mulligan

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=Nc-RpeZBiwo

By Kate Henderson
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RESOURCE 2: RESEARCH REPORT SCAFFOLD AND REFERENCE LIST
Topic

_____________________________________________________________________

Researched by _____________________________________________________________________
1. Where is it? ______________________________________________________________________
__________________________________________________________________________________
__________________________________________________________________________________
__________________________________________________________________________________
2. What is the history of your location?
(How long have people lived in these circumstances? Why do people live there? Did the situation occur
as a result of an historical event i.e. war or conflict. Or was it the result of people moving to urban places
to look for work? Was the settlement founded for a particular reason or did it just grow?)
__________________________________________________________________________________
__________________________________________________________________________________
__________________________________________________________________________________
__________________________________________________________________________________
__________________________________________________________________________________
3. Describe what life might be like in this place
What kinds of conditions do people live in? (e.g. Do they have access to running water? How far away
are water supplies? How do they earn money for food and other basics?)
__________________________________________________________________________________
__________________________________________________________________________________
__________________________________________________________________________________
__________________________________________________________________________________
__________________________________________________________________________________
4. What are the problems or dangers that people face as a result of living there?
? (e.g. Conflict or violence, government intervention, disease, extreme weather patterns)
__________________________________________________________________________________
__________________________________________________________________________________
__________________________________________________________________________________
__________________________________________________________________________________
__________________________________________________________________________________
5. Are there any organisations that help people living there? What do they do?
__________________________________________________________________________________
__________________________________________________________________________________
__________________________________________________________________________________
__________________________________________________________________________________
__________________________________________________________________________________
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6. What is daily life like? What kinds of things do children do?
__________________________________________________________________________________
__________________________________________________________________________________
__________________________________________________________________________________
__________________________________________________________________________________
__________________________________________________________________________________
7. What are some of the 'ordinary' objects in this place?
You may need to look at images and describe the things you see. Think about the objects described by
Mulligan in the excerpt you looked at in class.)
__________________________________________________________________________________
__________________________________________________________________________________
__________________________________________________________________________________
__________________________________________________________________________________
__________________________________________________________________________________
REFERENCES
Record each site you used and write a few lines about the organisation that produced it. Is the site
biased towards a particular viewpoint? What is that viewpoint?
1. ________________________________________________________________________________
__________________________________________________________________________________
__________________________________________________________________________________
2. ________________________________________________________________________________
__________________________________________________________________________________
__________________________________________________________________________________
3. ________________________________________________________________________________
__________________________________________________________________________________
__________________________________________________________________________________
4. ________________________________________________________________________________
__________________________________________________________________________________
__________________________________________________________________________________
5. ________________________________________________________________________________
__________________________________________________________________________________
__________________________________________________________________________________
6. ________________________________________________________________________________
__________________________________________________________________________________
__________________________________________________________________________________
7. ________________________________________________________________________________
__________________________________________________________________________________
__________________________________________________________________________________
8. ________________________________________________________________________________
__________________________________________________________________________________
__________________________________________________________________________________
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RESOURCE 3: PEER EVALUATION FORM
Names _______________________________ and _________________________________________
Topic _____________________________________________________________________________
Content

Yes

No

Location clearly identified and explained
Explained history of settlement or location
Explained why people live there
Identified some of the dangers/problems
Identified some organisation working in the area and how they help
Described daily life
Described objects particular to location

Comment _________________________________________________________________________
__________________________________________________________________________________
__________________________________________________________________________________
__________________________________________________________________________________
__________________________________________________________________________________

Presentation

Yes

No

Showed evidence of effort:
Showed evidence of creativity:
Showed evidence of thorough research:
Showed correct referencing technique:

Overall:
Write a short comment on the effectiveness of the presentation as a whole. Were you interested? Did
you learn anything? What did they do particularly well? What could they improve?
__________________________________________________________________________________
__________________________________________________________________________________
__________________________________________________________________________________
__________________________________________________________________________________
__________________________________________________________________________________
__________________________________________________________________________________
__________________________________________________________________________________
__________________________________________________________________________________
__________________________________________________________________________________
__________________________________________________________________________________
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GLOSSARY
GLOSSARY OF LANGUAGE FEATURES AND FORMS RELATING TO SETTING AND NARRATIVE VOICE.

This glossary draws on the English glossary developed by the Australian Curriculum, Assessment and
Reporting Authority and published in the BOS NSW Syllabus for the Australian Curriculum English K-10
Syllabus Volume 2.

Characterisation:

The process of building a character. The things an author does to define a character - goes beyond
physical description include showing how a character thinks and behaves.
Example: "It's the one word: stuppa, which means, and I'm sorry if I offend - it's our word for human muck.
Raphael's apology referring to human muck shows that he is a polite boy.

Complex sentence:

Contains a main (or independent) clause and one or more subordinate (or dependent) clauses. The
subordinate clause is joined to the main clause through subordinating conjunctions like when, while
and before.
Example: "And I know what everyone finds, because I know what we've been finding for all the years I've been
working, which is eleven years."
In this sentence, the subordinating clause is 'which', and the subordinate clause clarifies the length of time that
Raphael has been working.

Compound sentence:

Contains two or more clauses that are coordinated or linked in such a way as to give each clause equal
status
Example: "So when they have to go, they do it where they can."
Both clauses here have equal importance. The first clause states what people have to do, and the second
defines where they do it.

Dialogue:

Direct speech. May or may not include dialect
Example: People say to me, "I guess you never know what you'll find, shifting through rubbish! Today could be
your lucky day!"
In this sentence, direct speech is indicated by the speech marks and allows the author to step outside the
character of Raphael to give the perspective of others.

Ellipsis:

The omission of words. 1. Occurs where words repeat what has gone befo re. 2. Occurs when a word
such as 'one' substitutes a noun. 3. Occurs when a meaning is generally understood and short hand form is
generally used in conversation. 4. May also be represented as three dots, used by a composer to indicate
surprise or suspense.
Example of types 1. and 4: "We looked to see what else there was, but it was just a few old papers, photos,
and - interesting... an ID card."

Emotive language:

Language that creates an emotional response.
Example: "I was a trash boy since I was old enough to move without help and pick things up."
This sentence evokes pity in the reader through the use of the emotive word 'trash' as a label, as well as
through reference to the extremely young age at which Raphael started work.
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First person:

The relationship between a subject and its verb showing whether the subject is speaking about itself
(first person - I or we), being spoken to (second person -you), or being spoken about (third person - he,
she, it or they).
Example: "My name is Raphael Fernandez and I am a dumpsite boy."

Fractured or truncated sentences:

Incomplete sentences that can be used to create a sense of urgency or desperation. Can also reflect
natural speech patterns and create a sense of 'real life'.
Example: "Tin cans - anything metal. Glass, if it's a bottle. Cloth or rags of any kind- that means the occasional
T-shirt, a pair of pants, a bit of sack that wrapped something up."

Inclusive language:

The use of words such as 'we' or 'you' which creates a sense of inclusion for the reader or amongst
characters.
Example: "So you live day to day and hope you don't get sick. Your life is the hook you carry, there in your
hands, turning the trash."

Lexical choice:

The author choice of particular words that create an intended tone or aspects of character.
Example: "Plastic, because plastic can be turned into cash, fast - by the kilo ."
The author's use of a one syllable word, Jast', rather than 'quickly', or 'speedily', increases the businesslike
tone of Raphael and helps define his character as practical and focused.

Modality:

Aspects of language that suggest a particular perspective on events, a speaker's or writer's
assessment of possibility, probability, obligation, frequency and conditionality. Forms a continuum
from high modality (always, must) to low modality (rarely, might).
Example: "I have to say, though: I'm a trash boy with shorts."
Here, the high modality 'have' conveys Raphael's frank assessment of his fife, and indicates to the reader
that he has a very clear view of his situation.

Narrative voice:

The voice which tells the story of events or experiences, real or imagined. Narrative voice includes not
only the story itself, but the way that it is told.
Example: "It's a place they call Behala, and it's rubbish town . Three years ago it was Smokey Mountain, but
Smokey Mountain got so bad they closed it down and shifted us along the road."
This sentence tells the history of the dumpsite, but also builds the reader's understanding of Raphael's
perception of his life and position in society through the use of the exclusive 'they'. Thus the author's use of
narrative voice tells both the story of what has happened and also the character's own understanding of the
world.

Perspective:

A way of regarding situations, facts and texts. A point of view.
Example: "Nor do I know how much of it is stupp but on a bad day it seems like most of it, and to spend your
life wading through it, breathing it, sleeping beside it-well...maybe one day you'll find 'something nice'. Oh yes."
Raphael's perspective on Behala is made clear here with the contrast between the view others have on Behala
and his own less positive view.
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Setting:

Location of a story. Setting can be internal and external. An effective setting enables a reader to envision
a place and time
The author gives the location of the story both a formal name and a description through the eyes of the
main character in this sentence.

Syntax:

Sentence length and st ruct ure. Short sentences can indicate urgency, danger or tension and longer ones
can create a more rambling, stream-of-consciousness effect.
Example: "Nor do I know how much of it is stupp but on a bad day it seems like most of it, and to spend
your life wading through it, breathing it, sleeping beside it -well...maybe one day you'll find 'something
nice'. Oh yes. Then one day I did."
The contrast between the longer, descriptive sentence and the short statement of Raphael finding
something creates a sense of mystery and interest about what was found.

Tense:

The setting of events in the past, present or future. Present tense helps the reader to feel as if everything
is happening now, while past tense is used for stories or memories set in the past.
Example: "Just last week we got a freak delivery of old tyres from somewhere. Snapped up in minutes,
they were, the men getting in first and driving us off."
This sentence is written in the past tense (got, were) because it is telling about an event that happened
last week.

Tone:

The way a character feels, or the feeling an author wants to suggest. The author's lexical choice sets the
tone.
Example: "The interesting parcel that looked like something nice wrapped up? What a surprise! It's
stupp..."
Raphael's sarcastic tone, conveyed by the exclamation 'What a surprise!" makes the reader feel sorry for
him, as well as suggesting that he has a good sense of humour and is a survivor.

Notes:
____________________________________________________________________________________
____________________________________________________________________________________
____________________________________________________________________________________
____________________________________________________________________________________
____________________________________________________________________________________
____________________________________________________________________________________
____________________________________________________________________________________
____________________________________________________________________________________
____________________________________________________________________________________
____________________________________________________________________________________
____________________________________________________________________________________
____________________________________________________________________________________
____________________________________________________________________________________
____________________________________________________________________________________
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RESOURCE 5 - NARRATIVE AND SETTING ANALYSIS
Introduction: Give an overview of what happens in the excerpt and mention some of the language
features and forms that have been used to position the reader

1. Example:

In Chapter Two, Raphael introduces Garde and describes the close relationship the pair share. He goes
on to tell how the two of them found Jose Angelico's wallet and ID card. Mulligan uses different sentence
types, ellipsis, truncated sentences, emotive language and rhetorical questions to create the sense of an
ordinary day as retold by a child and to create a sense of mystery about the wallet.
___________________________________________________________________________________
___________________________________________________________________________________
___________________________________________________________________________________
___________________________________________________________________________________
___________________________________________________________________________________
___________________________________________________________________________________
___________________________________________________________________________________
___________________________________________________________________________________
___________________________________________________________________________________
___________________________________________________________________________________
Paragraph One: Structure - Comment on the syntax (sentence length and structure), paragraphing and
punctuation and what effect these create.

2. Example:

Mulligan uses rambling complex and compound sentences and frequent pauses to create the sense of
an ordinary day as retold by a child.
"We were working together, and the bags were coming down - some of them already torn, some of them
not - and that's when I found a 'special'. (p8)
Here, the use of ellipsis and fragmented sentences creates a conversational tone which adds to the
realism of the story.
The inverted commas around the word 'special' give it a sense of mystery, and tell the reader that
something out of the ordinary is about to happen.
___________________________________________________________________________________
___________________________________________________________________________________
___________________________________________________________________________________
___________________________________________________________________________________
___________________________________________________________________________________
___________________________________________________________________________________
___________________________________________________________________________________
___________________________________________________________________________________
___________________________________________________________________________________
___________________________________________________________________________________
___________________________________________________________________________________
___________________________________________________________________________________
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Paragraph Two: Imagery - Identify any poetic devices or imagery and comment on the effect these
create.

3. Example:

The author does not use many poetic devices, which adds to the impression that Raphael is a survivor
rather than a dreamer. However, there are numerous images of the natural world such as mountains and
the sea.
" ...and up it comes to you, sitting at the top of the mountain."
and
"That's where we are, with a view of the sea." (p7)
These images of the natural world create a picture of Behala as a world in itself, immense and all
encompassing, as well as increase the reader's sense that Raphael knows no life beyond the dumpsite.
author's use of imagery thus helps create the setting for the story, and add to the characterisation of the
main character.
___________________________________________________________________________________
___________________________________________________________________________________
___________________________________________________________________________________
___________________________________________________________________________________
___________________________________________________________________________________
___________________________________________________________________________________
___________________________________________________________________________________
Paragraph Three: Language - Identify the types of words used, such as emotive words. Give examples
and discuss what meaning they convey and the tone and mood they create..

4. Example:

The tone is initially happy and conversational. When the wallet is found, the tone becomes darker.
"A man, staring up at us, right into the camera, with those frightened eyes you always have when the
camera flashes....But what do you do? Find him in the city and say, "Mr Angleico, sir-we'd like to return
your property?"(p9)
The composer's use of emotive language (staring, frightened) and rhetorical questions suggests that a
mystery is about to unfold.
Thus the tone of the story is set through the author's lexical choice as well as the deliberate use of
punctuation and structure.
___________________________________________________________________________________
___________________________________________________________________________________
___________________________________________________________________________________
___________________________________________________________________________________
___________________________________________________________________________________
___________________________________________________________________________________
___________________________________________________________________________________
___________________________________________________________________________________
___________________________________________________________________________________
___________________________________________________________________________________
___________________________________________________________________________________
___________________________________________________________________________________
Conclusion - Review some of the language forms and features used and comment on how meaning is
made.
50
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MARKING CRITERIA
YEAR 7 ENGLISH ASSESSMENT NOTIFICATION

Unit: ________________________________

Total Marks: ________________________________

Weighting: ___________________________
Unit Outline: The novel 'Trash' is set on a dump in Manila that is based on the Smokey Mountain site.
During this unit you have researched another place in Asia where children live in extreme poverty. You
have looked at characterisation and the way that the author creates narrative voice using particular
language techniques. You have also looked at setting and the ways that the author makes this
authentic
Outcomes to be addressed:
EN4-3B:
A student uses and describes language forms, features and structures of texts appropriate
		
to a range of purposes, audiences and contexts
EN4-4B:
A student makes effective language choices to creatively shape meaning with accuracy, 		
		
clarity and coherence
EN4-5C:
A student thinks imaginatively, creatively, interpretively and critically about information,
		
ideas and arguments to respond to and compose texts.
In this task you will be assessed on how well you:
• Demonstrate the effective use of a variety of language and grammatical features
• Make effective language choices to creatively shape meaning with accuracy, clarity and coherence
• Create an authentic narrative voice and convey a realistic setting using factual research coupled with
imagination.
Task Description:
Write a short story of 800 to 1000 words that features a character who finds something which changes
their lives.
The protagonist in your story should be a child or young person. Their life should reflect what you
discovered about the lives of children in the place you researched.
Your story must be set in the place that you researched earlier in this unit. Use information and ideas you
found during your research to create a realistic setting for your story. You may want to base some aspects
of your setting on sensory descriptions of images you found.
Your story should also reflect some of the language techniques we have looked at in class which Andy
Mulligan uses to create authentic narrative voices in 'Trash'. This might include direct speech, dialect or
colloquial language, register, use of past and present tense, punctuation and sentence structure.
The best stories will be original, well-planned and carefully edited. The narrative voice and setting will
be distinctive and authentic and will tell the reader something about the conditions of life for children and
young people in the place you researched.
Refer to the criteria sheet overleaf for more information on how the task will be marked.
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What In Earth
Year 7 Haiku Poetry Unit
Students use the traditional Haiku form to explore and express ideas about global warming

Outcomes

Teaching and learning

Resources

6,9

Outline unit aims and outcomes to students and discuss unit assessment, drawing links between the
assessment and the skills to be addressed in the unit.
Students start a metalanguage list of words that particularly connect with and are used in this module.

Appendix 1 – Unit overview

1,2,5,6,7,8,9,
11

1,7,9,1011

1,2,3,4,6,7,10,
11
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Aims of the unit
• to explore a specific poetic style
• to develop analytical and critical literacy skills
• to explore the effect of media communication on the making of meaning
• to engage students with ICT as a tool for composition.
Introductory activities
An introduction or revision of De Bono’s 6 thinking hats and CORT tools for learning and
deconstruction
if needed.
KWL – Global warming
Students complete the K & W of the KWL (the L will be completed at the end of the unit, included in
the reflection process) regarding their understanding of issues surrounding global warming. This
activity can be completed by students either working independently, in small groups or as a jigsaw.
Using a Think, Pair, Share, students discuss their responses and record the responses of others.
Responding to texts
Text 1 – Commercials
Text 2 – Songs
(repeat the following process for each set of texts)
Prior to deconstruction
Explanation of the differences between objective (intellectual) and subjective (emotional) language.
Students are to respond to the texts in these two opposing ways:
• Emotionally: Students are guided to use emotive language – adjectival phrases and clauses to
express themselves.
• Intellectually – Students are guided to use objective language.

http://www.debonothinkingsystems.co
m/tools/6hats.htm
http://www.slideshare.net/jegansekar/s
ixthinkinghats
Paul Foreman
Thinking Hats Chart
De Bono’s Thinking Hats printout
KWL worksheet
Jigsaw
• http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=
s-_LBXWMCAM
• http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=
RT7_QD8HPpc
• http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=
ghUVT_Z5oDs
• http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=
7XBQDAhHBig&feature=related
• http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=
dPfEHj4j4P0&nofeather=True
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Outcomes

Teaching and learning

Resources

1,2,4,11

Teacher lead class discussion of how the text positions the viewer and how they communicate their
meaning. Also discussion of purpose and audience and whether the techniques have been effective for
purpose and audience.
Texts 1 – Commercials
White Hat: Information (encouraging critical thinking and literacy skills)
Prior to viewing any texts, students answer the following questions using De Bono’s White Hat
a. What information could be presented to me about global warming?
b. What information do I need to make informed decisions and opinions about the information?
c. What could be missing from this information?
d. How and where can I access information I need?
Deconstruction
Students answer the following questions by synthesising information from the texts and then complete
the work sheet.
Black Hat: Caution (objective response)
a. What isn’t working with the environment presented in the texts?
b. Why isn’t it working, according to the texts?
Red Hat: Warmth emotion, feelings (emotional response)
a. Can I empathise with this?
b. Do I understand the emotional manipulation involved in the presentation of the text?
Post-deconstruction
Students discuss and share their responses. Focus point of the discussion is the difference between
emotional and intellectual responses to the texts, based on how the text is presented to position the
responder.
Students write two reflection pieces. The first piece is an emotional response and the second is a
logical response to the issues raised and presented in the texts. Students swap their work and identify
and highlight the language features used in both reflections. Students write a comment on the work,
evaluating and assessing the effectiveness of the language choice in achieving the purpose of the
writing.
Green Hat: Energy
What variations are needed?
Students revisit the word list they recorded for the sensory activity and create sentences that include
one of the poetic devices. Students then transform this sentence into a description of an aspect of
nature and explain how the technique works to enhance meaning.

Global warming work sheets
Assessment task sheet

Outcomes

2,11

2,11
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2,11

4,5,7,11

Teaching and learning
Assessment of learning
Texts 2 – Song lyrics
Pre-deconstruction
Students are introduced to interpreting poetry texts using the 3M formula (matter meaning method).
In pairs or groups of three, students visit the web site ‘Grinning Planet’ and select or are issued with
two songs to deconstruct. Students complete the work sheet.
Using the language of poetry
Students respond to a series of activities in order to create sensory experiences. Students write a list of
words during the activities using adjectives, tone, emotion, imagery, adjectival phrases and clauses to
describe their experiences.
a. Sound – (play sound bites using Google)
b. Touch – (using a box of textual items, eg sea shells, hair brush, material, rocks/stones, leaves, soft
toy, bubble wrap, sand, bowl of home-made glue, ice, springs)
c. Taste – (food and drinks disguised in wrapping or boxes)
d. Sight – (PP slide show/posters – landscapes)
e. Smell – (students remember smells of childhood)
Reviewing poetic techniques using the domino strategy
Distribute poetic devices dominoes on which one side of the domino has the technique and the other
has a definition. Students cut out each domino and in pairs try to match the correct definition with the
term. Students then paste the dominos into their books.
a.
b.
c.
d.
e.
f.
g.
h.

What is a simile?
What is a metaphor?
What is personification?
What is onomatopoeia?
What is tone?
What is imagery?
What is alliteration?
What is assonance

Resources

Assessment task sheet

http://www.grinningplanet.com/6001/e
nvironmental-songs.htm
3M worksheet
Skill Focus: Deconstructing Poetry
Printable teaching resources
•
•
•
•

Google sound bites (links)
teacher’s own assortment of tactile
items
assortment of food items
a range of static images of nature

Poetic Devices Dominoes
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Outcomes

Teaching and learning

8,9,10,11

Workstations
These workstation activities can be placed on cards in the middle of the group work space. The
classroom set up could be in 4 areas, or if a larger class, 8 spaces can be set up and there will be 2
groups doing the same activity at once. Each workstation should take no more 10 mins. Work station 5
needs to be completed last and students can do this at the same time.
Workstation 1
Instructions: Issue students with a copy of the poem The Glacier by Andrew Slattery and have them
listen to the poem .
Activity: Imagine paint splattered this poem, leaving only fourteen words you can read. Have students
construct a poem about nature or the landscape with these 14 words. They can use each word as many
times as they like.

1,2,4,5,7,8,10

Workstation 2
Activity: Students are to write a sensory description of the view from the classroom window, adding
poetic devices to add more meaning.

2,4,5,7,8

1,2,36,9,10

Workstation 3
Activity: Students are to describe how they feel (real or imagined), using emotive words and poetic
devices.
Students examine their words and select the most effective. They then combine them to create a
poem that describes the moment, incorporating the senses of sound and sight, and emotions. If they
are stuck, try these starters:
o I am…
o I see….
o I hear…
o I touch…
o I feel…
Culminating Activity
Instructions: Visit an interesting space in the playground.
Activity: Sometimes the most amazing things are behind you, where you can’t see them. Turn around
quickly and write a description of what you see.
Assessment of learning
Select two poems to publish using Prezi.
Students use their metalanguage list to create a crossword using puzzlemaker.com.

Resources

Outcomes
1,2,4,6

2,11

Teaching and learning
INTRODUCTION TO HAIKU POEMS
1.KWL – Japanese culture
Students complete the K & W of the KWL. Students access internet research to complete the L,
including information on landscape or nature in painting and poetry. This activity can be completed
by students either working independently, in small groups or as a jigsaw. Students discuss and share
their responses and record the responses of others.
2. Haiku is a traditional form of poetry that originated in Japan during the thirteenth century. A
haiku poem comprises a very short set of words that often express a unique thought or feeling. It is
a short poem that records the essence of a moment keenly perceived in which nature is linked to
human nature. Haiku poems have a very special pattern made up of seventeen syllables: line 1: five
syllables; line 2: seven syllables and line 3: five syllables.
Students visit a Matsuo Basho website for further information.
The teacher needs to make clear links between the previous work and the haiku’s connection with
landscape. Students will be drawing on these experiences and this knowledge to write their own
haiku poems about the environment and landscapes.
3. Recognising the syllable patterns in haiku poems
The teacher creates a haiku Prezi which contains up to 5 or 6 Haiku poems about the environment
and students are encouraged to clap, tap or bang their desks (percussion instruments could also
work), recognising the syllables.

1,2,3,4,5,7,8,9,10,
11

4. Students research and select up to 5 or 6 haiku poems about nature. One at a time, students
read aloud two of their selected poems.
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As the poems are being read, the class completes the following activities:
a. Visualisation – students draw the poems as they hear them.
b. Students complete a PMI of their response to the poem and what it is saying about nature. This
PMI is to be used when students compose their own poems.
c. Students compare and contrast the images of nature presented in the poems.

Resources

www.redroomcompany.org
The Glacier by Andrew Slattery
Poems to Share
The Red Room Company
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Outcomes

Teaching and learning

Assessment of learning
Students create a narrated PowerPoint of their Haiku poems. The teacher models the process
involved, by using Adobe Captivate:
• scanning images
• inserting images or backgrounds
• inserting text boxes
• selecting animation features
• inserting sound files
•

setting slide transition times.

Students construct their PowerPoint slide show.

Resources

http://prezi.com/login/?next=/your/
Assessment task sheet

Haiku poetry unit.
What on Earth?
This unit can be approached as an independent unit or can be adapted to be included within a larger poetry unit
depending on the Faculty’s scope and sequence.

Aim

Year 7 students will revise Stage 3 poetic devices and be introduced to new figurative devices and poetic
techniques. Students will acquire skills in deconstructing poetic texts through a thematic unit based on global
warming and the traditional Japanese poetry of Haiku. Students will also develop critical literacy skills in reading,
writing and viewing.

Key concepts

The unit commences with a series of orienting activities exposing students to the issues surrounding global
warming. Students will be encouraged to respond to these issues in both an emotional as well as intellectual
manner as an avenue for discussion on how composers use techniques to position responders. Through
composing and responding activities, students will revise and develop effective use of a range of language and
poetic techniques, including register and the purposes and audiences of texts. Students will publish a writing
portfolio which will contain stimulus pieces: visual as well as writing, informal and formal journals as well as
reflection pieces evaluating and commenting on the processes of learning.

Outcomes
1.
2.
3.
4.

A student responds to and composes texts for understanding, interpretation, critical analysis and pleasure.
A student uses a range of processes for responding to and composing texts.
A student responds to and composes texts in different technologies.
A student uses and describes language forms and features and structures of texts appropriate to different
audiences, purposes and context.
5. A student makes informed language choices to shape meaning with accuracy, clarity and coherence.
6. A student draws on experience, information and ideas to imaginatively and interpretively respond to and
compose texts.
7. A student thinks critically and interpretatively about information, ideas and arguments to respond to and
compose texts.
8. A student makes connections between and among texts.
9. A student demonstrates an understanding that texts express views of their broadening world and their
relationship within it.
10. A student identifies, considers and appreciates cultural expression in texts.
11. A students uses, reflects on and assesses individual and collaborative skills for learning.

Students:
•
•
•
•
•

review devices used in the construction of poetry
become confident in identifying and using poetic techniques in their own writing
become confident in identifying poetic techniques and their meanings
become confident in interpreting meaning in poetry
understand the intention of word selection in creating meaning as well as positioning the responder.

Students develop skills in writing:
• critically
• creatively
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Global warming
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Jigsaw Strategy

1. Prepare several different, related
assignments for the class. In the pictorial
example above, the instructor devises four
assignments, one for each of four teams. Each
team then prepares one of the assignments.

This strategy can be used equally well for assignments involving
data analysis or field work and in assignments involving reading.

2. Prepare several different, related
assignments for the class. In the pictorial
example above, the instructor devises four
assignments, one for each of four teams. Each
team then prepares one of the assignments.

3. The group then puts all of the pieces
together and completes a group task that
can only be answered once all of the team
pieces are together (hence the name
‘jigsaw’"). This latter part is crucial to the
technique.

http://youtu.be/RT7_QD8HPpc
http://youtu.be/s-_LBXWMCAM

1. What is your emotional response to this commercial?

1. What is your emotional response to this commercial?

2. What is your intellectual response to this commercial?

2. What is your intellectual response to this commercial?

3. Explain how the commercial uses sensationalism to
convey its message about global warming through the use
of:

3. In your own words, explain the content of the commercial.
4. How do the colours in the commercial help convey the meaning of
the text?
5. What is the significance of the symbolism of the train?
6. Explain what the man means when he says that he ‘won’t be
around …’
7. On a scale of 1–5 (1 being ineffective, 5 being very effective), rate
the impact of this commercial on an audience in context with:
© ASIA Volume 47 Number 1		

✓ drawing attention to global warming issues
✓ appealing to the emotions of the viewers
✓ presenting facts to the viewers.

✓
✓
✓
✓
✓

sirens
newspaper headlines
images of devastation
the symbolism of the hour glass
the tone of the voice-over.
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http://youtu.be/ghUVT_Z5oDs

http://youtu.be/8pJb_t1JOAc

and
http://youtu.be/7XBQDAhHBig

1. What is your emotional response to this commercial?

1. What is your emotional response to this commercial?
2. What is your intellectual response to this commercial?
2. What is your intellectual response to this commercial?
3. Identify the language technique for the following quotes
from the commercial and explain the composer’s intended
impact on the audience:

3. What is the intended impact in personifying the earth?

4. Explain the intended impact of using accumulative
emotions in the message.
✓
✓
✓
✓

you
we
you’re
let’s.

5. Explain the meaning of earth’s last comment.

YEAR 7- ENGLISH DEPARTMENT ASSESSMENT TASK

Name :
Mode: Writing

Task: – Global warming – Haiku poetry unit

Due date:

You are to select two of the commercials. You will write a comparative or a contrasting
response analysing which of the two texts is the most effective in appealing to the
emotions of the viewers in presenting the message about global warming. In your
response you must discuss the techniques the composers have used to achieve this
response. (Note: Refer to your answers on the viewing of the texts.)

Weighting:
Outcomes being assessed:
8,9,10,11
Marking criteria:
Achievement

A
Band 6
Outstanding
(17–20)

A student:

❑ writes with a perceptive understanding of textual structures, visual and language features
❑ exhibits a critical ability to select sophisticated language to create meaning
❑ always uses correct punctuation, grammar and spelling appropriate to the text form.

B
Band 5
High
(13–16)

❑ writes with a perceptive understanding of textual, visual and language features
❑ exhibits an effective ability to select language to create meaning
❑ always uses correct punctuation, grammar and spelling appropriate to the text form.

C
Band 4
Sound
(9–12)

❑ writes with a well developed understanding of textual structures, visual and language features
❑ exhibits an ability to select language to create meaning
❑ mostly uses correct punctuation, grammar and spelling appropriate to the text form.

D
Band3
Basic
(5–8)

❑ writes with some understanding of textual structures, visual and language features
❑ exhibits some ability to select language to create meaning
❑ mostly uses correct punctuation, grammar and spelling appropriate to the text form.

E
Band 2
Limited
(1–4)

❑
❑
❑

writes with little understanding of textual structures, visual and language features
exhibits an elementary ability to select language to create meaning
incorrectly uses basic punctuation, grammar and spelling appropriate to the text form.

Band 1
0%
Not achieved

❑
or
❑

non attempt
a non-serious attempt.

TEACHER FEEDBACK

STUDENT REFLECTION

PARENT SIGNATURE
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3M’S DECONSTRUCTING SONG LYRICS
Matter, Meaning, Method
Song title
Artist

Matter
Write a summary of the song:

Meaning:
Explain what issues related to global warming or the environment are presented in the song.

1.
2.
3.
4.
5.

Method :

6.

Identify, label and explain at least two poetic techniques used in the song to convey ideas about the
environment

9.
10.
11.
12.
13.
14.
15.

66
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Instructions:
Listen to The Glacier by Andrew Slattery
http://redroomcompany.org/poem/andrew-slattery/glacier/
Activity
Imagine paint splattered this poem, leaving only fourteen words you can read. Have
students construct a poem about nature or the landscape with these 14 words. They can
use each word as many times as they like.

Instructions: Observe the view from the classroom window and complete a sensory
Instructions:
details chart.Observe the view from the classroom window and complete a sensory
details chart.
http://go.hrw.com/resources/go_mk/la/latm/SENSORYD.PDF
http://go.hrw.com/resources/go_mk/la/latm/SENSORYD.PDF
Activity
Activity
Use the details you have observed to write a sensory description of the view from the
Use
the details
you have
to write
sensory
description
of the view from the
classroom
window,
usingobserved
poetic devices
toaenrich
your
description.
classroom window, using poetic devices to enrich your description.
Revise poetic devices: http://www.chaparralpoets.org/devices.pdf
Revise poetic devices: http://www.chaparralpoets.org/devices.pdf
http://jimmiescollage.com/2010/01/poetic-devices-reference-minibook/
http://jimmiescollage.com/2010/01/poetic-devices-reference-minibook/
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Activity: Students are to describe how they feel (real or imagined), using emotive words
and poetic devices.
Students examine their words and select the most effective. They then combine them to
create a poem that describes the moment, incorporating the senses of sound and sight,
and emotions. If they are stuck, try these starters:
I am…
I see….
I hear…
I touch…
I feel…

Instructions: Visit an interesting space in the playground.
Activity: Sometimes the most amazing things are behind you, where you can’t see them.
Turn around quickly and write a description of what you see.
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YEAR 7- ENGLISH DEPARTMENT ASSESSMENT TASK

Name :
Mode: Writing

Task: – Global warming – Haiku poetry unit - poetry

Due date:

You are to select two of your own poems written during the workstation activities. You
will create a Prezi to present your poems to the class. Your Prezi will need to contain
images and sounds as well as a reflection on your writing process and your choices on
the final products.

Weighting:
Outcomes being assessed:
1,2,3,7,8,9
Marking criteria:
Achievement

A student:

A
Band 6
Outstanding
(17–20)

❑
❑
❑
❑

composes sophisticated poems that present an engaging opinion on the environment
writes with a perceptive understanding of textual structures and poetic features
exhibits a critical ability to select sophisticated language to create meaning
always uses correct punctuation, grammar and spelling appropriate to the text form.

B
Band 5
High
(13–16)

❑
❑
❑
❑

composes well developed poems that present an engaging opinion on the environment
writes with a perceptive understanding of textual structures and language features
exhibits an effective ability to select language to create meaning
always uses correct punctuation, grammar and spelling appropriate to the text form.

C
Band 4
Sound
(9–12)

❑
❑
❑
❑

composes sound poems that present an engaging opinion on the environment
writes with a well developed understanding of textual structures and language features
exhibits an ability to select language to create meaning
mostly uses correct punctuation, grammar and spelling appropriate to the text form.

D
Band3
Basic
(5–8)

❑
❑
❑
❑

composes undeveloped poems that present an engaging opinion on the environment
writes with some understanding of textual structures and language features
exhibits some ability to select language to create meaning
mostly uses correct punctuation, grammar and spelling appropriate to the text form.

E
Band 2
Limited
(1–4)

❑
❑
❑
❑

composes basic poems that present an engaging opinion on the environment
writes with little understanding of textual structures and language features
exhibits an elementary ability to select language to create meaning
incorrectly uses basic punctuation, grammar and spelling appropriate to the text form.

Band 1
0%
Not achieved

❑
or
❑

non attempt
a non-serious attempt.

TEACHER FEEDBACK

STUDENT REFLECTION

PARENT SIGNATURE
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Poetic Devices Dominoes

Simile

personification

tone

alliteration

repetition

cacophony
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Indicating a person,
object, etc. by letting
only a certain part
represent the whole.

A series of musically
pleasant sounds,
conveying a sense of
harmony and beauty.

Repeated vowel
sounds in words placed
near each other.
Example: He’s a
bruisin’ loser.

The use of vivid
language to evoke
mental image. May be
visual ,sensory or
emotional.

Words that sound like
their meanings.
Example: boom, buzz,
crackle, gurgle and
hiss.

A direct comparison
between two unlike
things. Example: He’s
a zero.

metaphor

onomatopoeia

imagery

assonance

euphony

synecdoche

A discordant series
of harsh, unpleasant
sounds helps to
convey disorder.

The purposeful re-use
of words and phrases
for an effect.

Repeated consonant
sounds at the beginning
of words placed near
each other. Example:
fast and furious.

The means by which
a poet reveals
attitudes and
feelings.

Attributing human
characteristics to an
inanimate object,
animal, or abstract
idea.

A direct comparison
of two unlike things
using “like” or “as.”

KWL

Want to know?

Chart

Know ?

Learned
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Dragons of the Orient
Year 7 English/Reading Unit
This unit is designed to assess and develop the different types of reading
skills. Students will be offered a range of activities that will target inference,
analytical and literal reading skills. Students will also be required to compose
and respond to a variety of texts.
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Myths and Legends: Dragons of the Orient
This unit can be approached as an independent unit or can
be adapted to be included within another unit such as Myths
and Legends or Storytelling, depending on the Faculty’s
scope and sequence.

Aim
This unit is designed to assess and develop the different
types of reading skills. Students will be offered a range
of activities that will target inference, analytical and literal
reading skills. Students will also be required to compose
and respond to a variety of texts.

Rationale

Students:
• develop a variety of reading skills: inference, analytical and literal
• become confident in identifying and using language techniques in their own writing
• become confident in locating specific information in texts
• become confident in interpreting meaning from their reading
• understand the intention of word selection in creating meaning as well as positioning the responder.

Students develop skills in writing:
• critically
• creatively
• analytically.

Outcomes:

1. A student responds to and composes texts for understanding, interpretation, critical analysis and
pleasure.

2. A student uses a range of processes for responding to and composing texts.
3. A student responds to and composes texts in different technologies.
4. A student uses and describes language forms and features and structures of texts appropriate to
different audiences, purposes and context.

5. A student makes informed language choices to shape meaning with accuracy, clarity and coherence.
6. A student draws on experience, information and ideas to imaginatively and interpretively respond to
and compose texts.

7. A student thinks critically and interpretatively about information, ideas and arguments to respond to
and compose texts.

8. A student makes connections between and among texts.
9. A student demonstrates an understanding that texts express views of their broadening world and their
relationship within it.

10. A student identifies, considers and appreciates cultural expression in texts.
11. A students uses, reflects on and assesses individual and collaborative skills for learning.
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OUTCOMES

TEACHING AND LEARNING

RESOURCES

6,9

Outline unit aims and outcomes to students and discuss unit assessment drawing links Unit overview and Rationale
between the assessment and the skills to be addressed in the unit.

4,11

Students start a meta language list of words that particularly connect with and are
used in this module.

7,10,11

Introduction to Myths and Legends
Using a Hot Potato, students brainstorm and then discuss:
1. Why people tell stories
2. The types of storytelling (verbal, visual and written)
3. The content of stories
4. Genres of stories
(Hot Potato instructions: Break class into groups of 4. Place the 4 focus areas on
separate sheets of paper. Each member of the group completes a different focus area
in 1 minute and then, under the direction of the teacher, passes their page onto the
next student. An alternate is to have students write the focus area heading in their
book and then complete the first one themselves and then under the teacher’s
direction, pass their book onto the next person to complete the second etc.)

Traditional stories

At the end of the activity, as a class, students share notes with each other and add to
their own information under the heading “Traditional Stories”.
1,2,4,5,7,9,11

History of Chinese Mythology /Targeting Analytical Reading
As a class, students read The Dragon’s Call by Eloise Hart as an introduction to
Dragons in the Orient. Students complete the pre and post reading vocabulary
activities using the sheets provided.

The Dragon’s call
http://www.theosophy.org.za/world/asia/as
-elo2.htm
Reading and Vocabulary worksheet:
The Dragon’s Call by Eloise Hart
Dictionaries

Visual Literacy
Students are introduced to the basic visual techniques of:
• layout
• composition
• colour
• text
• graphics – sketches (drawn), digital and painting

2,6,7,8,10,11

1,2,4,6,7,11

1,4,5,7,11
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1,2,4,5,6,7,11

Students deconstruct the novel covers as stimulus to discuss the definitions of these
techniques and the composer’s intended purpose of use. Students complete a
worksheet (attached) for each novel.

Creating Visual Representations from Reading
Students will extract information from The Dragon’s Call, and refer to the information
on visual literacy and techniques. Using a Jigsaw, break students into groups of
around 4. Each group of students draws the same creature (e.g. group A will all draw
the Phoenix, group B will all draw the Azure Dragon etc). They can discuss and
compare their interpretations of the descriptions but keeping their representations
individual.
Active Listening
When students finish their visual representations, create new groups so that each
new group has a drawing of all 4 creatures. Students complete active listening survey
and discuss the results in context with the next activity. (Note: teachers to keep
results for follow up).
Using a Triad, each student takes turns in explaining their representation to their
group. A explains their representation to a partner. B then retells the information
back to A. C completes a PMI listening reflection sheet based on B’s listening ability on
each other.

Introduction to Visual Literacy
http://www.beverlyhgi.schools.nsw.edu.au/aaart_esl/aaresponse/
posters_spirit.pdf
View book covers here
http://imgur.com/a/0DCPD
Google images – Novel covers
The Dragon Prince
The Chinese Fairy Book
The Pet Dragon
Ancient Journal of Orient Wisdom
Dragons and Teacups
Visual image work sheet

Types of Dragons
China culture.org website:
http://www.chinaculture.org/gb/en_chinaw
ay/2004-02/25/content_45896.htm

The Dragon's Pearl by Julie Lawson, Oxford
University Press, 1992.
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3,10,11

11

Responding – Text type: Descriptive report
Students are guided through the (P.I.L.S) of a descriptive report :
• Purpose
• Intended audience
• Language features
• Scaffold

1,2,3,4,7

Assessment of Learning

Using the weblink, students write a descriptive report for one of their group
member’s visual representations discussing the effectiveness of the techniques used
in context with the purpose and audience of the text.

1,6,7,11

In the same groups, students scan and Photoshop their poster digitally enhancing the
image and the information on their posters. Students create an Abode Captivate of
their process. One member from each group presents their Captivate to the class and
their final product.
Students complete a reflection PMI sheet of their learning process.

Dragon Personality Traits

Students read the extract The Dragon's Pearl by Julie Lawson. Students summarise the
personality of dragons and create an information pamphlet using Adobe publisher.

1,2,7

Revision of Narratives
What is a narrative?
Through a Think Pair Share, students discuss:
1. What is a narrative?
2. What is the purpose of a narrative? – revisit
3. Who would the intended audience be?
4. What is the structure and what are the language features/ techniques?

Report Writing
Use:
http://www.decd.sa.gov.au/literacy/files/lin
ks/Report_WritingFINAL.pdf
Use :
Descriptive writing teaching poster
Descriptive report template
Report Writing Assessment Sheet

Use :
Learning process PMI
Active listening skills teaching poster
Listening Survey
http://www.jigsaw.org/steps.htm (a helpful
website)
PMI Listening

http://litreactor.com/columns/writingpowerful-descriptions

1,2,4,6,7,10,

Revisit Elements of a Narrative – (The Big 5)
Plot, setting, themes, character and techniques.
Reading for Meaning
Teacher lead discussion of the narrative elements in the sharing of the information.
Break students into pairs. Students work through activities reinforcing understanding
of the elements of a narrative.

1,2,4,6,7,10

4,8,11

Assessment task sheet
Narrative template
Education Support Pack narrative texts

The Fire Dragon of the Burning Mountain
English Power 2: Eshuys and Guest
Text 1 – The Fire Dragon of the Burning Mountain
or
Students read the short myth, and complete the following comprehension and writing alternative Fire dragon narrative at
activity
http://community.kabam.com/forums/show
thread.php?25649-Origins-of-the-FireSkill: Identifying pivotal plot points
1. Students identify the pivotal plot points with the story and create a story board that Dragon/page89
reflects their understanding. Under each frame, student record the plot point
reflected in their drawing. Students also explain why this is pivotal and how it leads to 8 panel storyboard template
the next plot point.
The 4 Dragons: A Chinese Tale
Text 2 - The 4 Dragons: A Chinese Tale
Students read the short myth, and complete the comprehension and writing activities. http://dragons.monstrous.com/the_four_dr
agons_a_chinese_tale.htm
Skill: Synthesising information
1. Write a newspaper article about the events presented in the story.
Using the words from their meta language list, students create a find- a- word. More
able students can create a crossword.

Newspaper Article writing templates
www.puzzelmaker.com au

Assessment of Learning
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1,2,4,5,7,8,10

Choose your own Adventure Narratives
In pairs, students will use their knowledge of dragons presented in this short unit and
write a ‘choose your own adventure’ narrative reinforcing elements of a narrative
Before commencing, the teacher explains:
•
•
•
•

what ‘choose your own adventure’ narratives are; and
students learn the conventions of this style of narrative;
read an example of a ‘choose your own adventure’, and
students create their own plot synopsis drawing on information from the unit.

Narrative template
Assessment task Sheet
The composing process teaching poster
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People have always told stories. Cave dwellers painted stories of their daily
lives on cave walls, and throughout history people have painted, told, sung,
danced and written stories about what was important to them. Stories about
daily events, the natural world and mighty heroes are just some of these. The
story tellers’ aim was to entertain, to educate and to increase understanding of
the thoughts, dreams and beliefs of people around them. The stories which
have been handed down to us from the past are known as traditional stories.

Myths

• Stories about supernatural beings or events to
explain traditional beliefs and customs.

Legends

• Stories about famous people usually based on
fact but with some larger than life elements.

Folk tales

• Stories passed down form one generation to
the next.

Fables

• Stories about animals and nature which are
meant to teach a lesson.

Parables

78
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• Stories about people which are meant to teach
a lesson.

By Eloise Hart
Print out the story here: http://www.theosophy.org.za/world/asia/as-elo2.htm
Before reading The Dragon’s Call by Eloise Hart, find and highlight the following words in the text. Using a dictionary,
record the meaning and a synonym for each word in the space provided.

Sages:

Endurance:

Enchantment:

Causation:

Extol:

Renaissance:

Virtues:

Omen:

Orbs:

Imperceptible:

Taoism:

Seclusion:

Confucianism:

Loftiest:

Buddhism:

Endowed:

Mortality:

Adorn:

Immortality:

Transform:

Presides:

Celestial:
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Summary
1. Read the extract The Dragon’s Call and complete the following activities.
In your own words, using short sentences, summarise the content of the paragraphs.
Paragraph 1

Paragraph 2

Paragraph 3

Paragraph 4

Paragraph 5

Paragraph 6

2. Using both the description and the qualities of the Azure Dragon, the Phoenix, the Black Warrior or Tortoise
and the Tiger, design an A4 poster that explains the animal’s role and characteristics. Draw the animal and use
labelling and dot points to show your understanding.

80
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Visual Literacy

View book covers at http://imgur.com/a/0DCPD
1. What is the title of the novel?
2. What is the purpose of the novel cover:
3. Identify and explain at least 4 different techniques that have been used in this book cover design and
what the designer has tried to achieve by using them.
Technique 1:
Explanation:

Technique 2:
Explanation:

Technique 3:
Explanation:

Technique 4:
Explanation:
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Face the speaker
Maintain eye contact

• To the degree that you all remain comfortable.

Minimize external
distractions

• Turn off the TV. Put down your book or magazine, and ask the
speaker and other listeners to do the same.

Respond
appropriately

• to show that you understand. Murmur (“uh-huh” and “umhmm”) and nod. Raise your eyebrows. Say words such as
“Really,” “Interesting,” as well as more direct prompts: “What
did you do then?” and “What did she say?”

Focus solely on what
the speaker is saying

• Try not to think about what you are going to say next. The
conversation will follow a logical flow after the speaker makes
her point.

Minimize internal
distractions

• If your own thoughts keep horning in, simply let them go and
continuously re-focus your attention on the speaker, much as
you would during meditation.

Keep an open mind

• Wait until the speaker is finished before deciding that you
disagree. Try not to make assumptions about what the
speaker is thinking.

Avoid giving unsolicited
advice

• Unless they specifically ask for advice, assume they just need
to talk it out.

Avoid interrupting even
when you are criticised

• The speaker will feel as though their point had been made.
They won’t feel the need to repeat it, and you’ll know the
whole argument before you respond..

Engage yourself

82

• Sit up straight or lean forward slightly to show your
attentiveness through body language.
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• Ask questions for clarification, but, once again, wait until the
speaker has finished. That way, you won’t interrupt their
train of thought. After you ask questions, paraphrase their
point to make sure you didn’t misunderstand. Start with: “So
you’re saying…”

WHEN DO I USE IT?
To present information about a subject. To classify and /or
describe using facts about the subject’s parts, behaviour and
qualities. Reference articles, research assignments and lectures
use this format.
• tell the audience what the text is going to be
1.
about
Intorductory
• include a short description of the subject
paragraph
• include a definition of the subject

2.
A series of
paragraphs
about the
subject

3.
A concluding
paragraph

• Each paragraph starts with a topic sentence.
• The topic sentence at the beginning of each
paragraph previews the information
contained in the rest of the paragraph
• Each paragraph should give information
about one feature of the subject
• These paragraphs may include technical
language

• This paragraph signals the end of the text.
• It can summarise the report.
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Visual Literacy
TITLE

Paragraph 1

INTRODUCTION
• Topic
• Short description
• Definition

BODY OF THE
REPORT
• each paragraph begins
with a topic sentence
which previews the
information in the rest of
the paragraph
sentences after give
more details

Paragraph2

Paragraph 3

• each paragraph give
information about one
feature of the subject
• may include technical
language

Paragraph 4

CONCLUSION
• Summarises the report or
highlights the most
important aspects.

84
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Paragraph 5

TITLE

Dragons of the Orient

Setting
Time and place

CHARACTERS

Names and descriptions

IMPORTANT
EVENTS

1.
2.
3.
4.
5.

RESOLUTION:

How problem is solved

HOW THE STORY
ENDS
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Read each statement and decide how that statement describes your behaviour. Circle YES in the appropriate
column. The interpretation for this survey is located below the survey. BUT don't peek. Be honest in your
self-assessment.
STATEMENT
Always True of Me
Sometimes True of Me
Never True of Me

86

1. I stay awake during class.

yes

yes

yes

2. I maintain eye contact with
speaker.
3. I don't pretend interest in
subject.
4. I understand the teacher's
questions.
5. I try to summarise the
information.
6. I look for organizational patterns
(e.g. causes and effects, listing of
items).
7. I set a purpose for listening.

yes

yes

yes

yes

yes

yes

yes

yes

yes

yes

yes

yes

yes

yes

yes

yes

yes

yes

8. I resist the temptation to
daydream during class.
9. I try to predict what will come
next.
10. I take notes regularly.

yes

yes

yes

yes

yes

yes

yes

yes

yes

11. I ignore external distractions
such as loud noises, late arriving
students.
12. I try to determine the speaker's
purpose.
13. I recognise that the speaker
may be biased about the subject.
14. I write down questions the
teacher poses during class.
15. I copy down items from the
board .

yes

yes

yes

yes

yes

yes

yes

yes

yes

yes

yes

yes

yes

Ye s

yes
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14-15 YES for Always
True of Me

• You're probably a fantastic listener, both in a
classroom setting and among your friends. Keep
up the good work.

12-13 YES for Always
True of Me

• You are a good listener but you need to fine
tune a few of your listening skills. Choose
behaviours to modify that you feel will easily
improve your listening and classroom
performance.

10-11 YES for Always
True of Me

• You need to change some behaviours so that
you will get more out of classroom lessons. To
improve your listening behaviours, you should
start reflecting upon any item that you marked
as Never True. Then think about changing that
behaviour so to move eventually to the
Sometimes True column.

9 or Less YES for Always
True of Me
OR
7 or More YES for Never
True of Me

• You need to master listening skills for
academic success. It will be difficult to find
a situation in which you will not need to
use listening skills
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Areas to reflect upon
• The content of the
presentation
• The delivery of the
presentation

88
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YEAR 7 – MYTHS AND LEGENDS ASSESSMENT TASK/DESCRIPTIVE REPORT
Due Date:
Weighting
Mode:
Writing
Outcomes 1,2,4,5,6,7,11

ACHIEVEMENT

Task:
You are to write a descriptive report of approximately 700 words on one of your
group members’ visual representations of dragons
being assessed:

A STUDENT:

A
Band 6
Outstanding
(17–20)

❑ writes with a perceptive understanding of textual structures and language features
❑ exhibits a critical ability to select sophisticated language to create meaning
❑ always uses correct punctuation, grammar and spelling appropriate to the text form.

B
Band 5
High
(13–16)

❑ writes with a perceptive understanding of textual structures and language features
❑ exhibits an effective ability to select language to create meaning
❑ always uses correct punctuation, grammar and spelling appropriate to the text form.

C
Band 4
Sound
(9–12)

❑ writes with a well-developed understanding of textual structures and language
features
❑ exhibits an ability to select language to create meaning
❑ mostly uses correct punctuation, grammar and spelling appropriate to the text form.

D
Band3
Basic
(5–8)

❑ writes with some understanding of textual structures and language features
❑ exhibits some ability to select language to create meaning
❑ mostly uses correct punctuation, grammar and spelling appropriate to the text form.

E
Band 2
Limited
(1–4)

❑ writes with little understanding of textual structures and language features
❑ exhibits an elementary ability to select language to create meaning
❑ incorrectly uses basic punctuation, grammar and spelling appropriate to the text form.

Band 1
0%
Not achieved

❑ non attempt
OR
❑ a non-serious attempt.

Teacher feedback:

Student reflection:

Parent signature:
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Areas to reflect upon
• Content of the lesson so far
• delivery of the lesson so far.

90
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YEAR 7 – MYTHS AND LEGENDS ASSESSMENT TASK/DESCRIPTIVE REPORT
Due Date:
Weighting
Mode:
Writing
Outcomes 1,2,4,5,6,7,11

ACHIEVEMENT

Task:
You are to write a descriptive report of approximately 700 words on one of your
group members’ visual representations of dragons
being assessed:

A STUDENT:

A
Band 6
Outstanding
(17–20)

❑ writes with a perceptive understanding of textual structures and language features
❑ exhibits a critical ability to select sophisticated language to create meaning
❑ always uses correct punctuation, grammar and spelling appropriate to the text form.

B
Band 5
High
(13–16)

❑ writes with a perceptive understanding of textual structures and language features
❑ exhibits an effective ability to select language to create meaning
❑ always uses correct punctuation, grammar and spelling appropriate to the text form.

C
Band 4
Sound
(9–12)

❑ writes with a well-developed understanding of textual structures and language
features
❑ exhibits an ability to select language to create meaning
❑ mostly uses correct punctuation, grammar and spelling appropriate to the text form.

D
Band3
Basic
(5–8)

❑ writes with some understanding of textual structures and language features
❑ exhibits some ability to select language to create meaning
❑ mostly uses correct punctuation, grammar and spelling appropriate to the text form.

E
Band 2
Limited
(1–4)

❑ writes with little understanding of textual structures and language features
❑ exhibits an elementary ability to select language to create meaning
❑ incorrectly uses basic punctuation, grammar and spelling appropriate to the text form.

Band 1
0%
Not achieved

❑ non attempt
OR
❑ a non-serious attempt.

Teacher feedback:

Student reflection:

Parent signature:
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When composing a text follow the guide below and ask yourself the questions
included in it.

Thinking

This step involves thinking about the following questions:
•
•
•

•

Deciding

This step involves making decisions about the following questions:
•
•
•

•

What do you want to communicate?
What is your purpose?
What type of text will best achieve your purpose; for example, a
procedure or a short story?
Who is the audience and how do you want them to react to your text?

Drafting

This step involves organising ideas and information:

Conferencing

This step involves sharing the first draft with others :

Editing

•

•
•

Refining
Publishing

© ASIA Volume 47 Number 1

Now you need to collect ideas and make notes about them. Plan the
content and structure of your text and produce the first draft.
How did they react to it?
Did they have any suggestions about how to improve it?

This step involves taking a close look at your text to see how it can
be improved. Ask yourself the following questions:
•
•
•

•
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What do you want to communicate?
What is your purpose?
What type of text will best achieve your purpose; for example, a
procedure or a short story?
Who is the audience and how do you want them to react to your text?

Does it achieve your purpose?
Are the language and structure appropriate?
Is the layout effective?
Will your audience understand it and respond to it in the way you
intend?

This step involves polishing up the text:
•
•
•

Proofread the text and correct any spelling and punctuation errors.
Refine the layout.
By the end of this step you will have the final version of your text.

This step involves presenting the text to its audience
•

•

Choose a publishing medium which suits your audience and purpose

Decide how to publicise and distribute your work

Vital and Engaging
Books on China
By Dr. Susan Bliss

The banks of the Li River in the resort town of Yangshuo, in Guangxi Zhuang Autonomous Region, 1981.CreditBurt Glinn/Magnum Photos
https://www.nytimes.com/2018/11/28/books/review/magnum-china-colin-pantall-zheng-ziyu.html

I am privileged to be involved in a book club held at a bookshop called Bookoccino (bookoccino.com.
au). Over the past few months, the focus of the book club is China. Some of the books deliberated were
recommended by Jane Perlez, who is currently the Beijing Bureau Chief for the New York Times. The
books provided a deeper understanding of China from a variety of perspectives, as well as encompassing
diverse school curriculums such as Economics, Society and Culture, Geography, History, Science,
Technology, Politics and the
Environment.
Jane was born in London, grew up in Australia, and graduated from the University of Sydney. She has
been a reporter at The New York Times since 1981. She won a Pulitzer Prize in 2009 for coverage of the
war against the Taliban and al Qaeda in Pakistan and Afghanistan. She has reported on wars, diplomacy,
and foreign policy from Somalia to Poland to Indonesia. Since moving to Beijing in 2012, she’s written
about everything from China’s space program to the Dixie Mission — the group of Americans sent to Mao
Zedong’s revolutionary base at Yan’an who hoped to establish good relations between the U.S. and the
soon-to-be-victorious Chinese communists.
Much of Jane’s reporting has focused on China’s foreign policy, particularly its relations
with the United States and its Asian neighbours. So she is the ideal interpreter for us as we
try to understand Chinese foreign relations in a new age of uncertainty
https://supchina.com/podcast/jane-perlez-chinese-foreign-relations-new-age-uncertainty/
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CHINA DREAM

Ma Jian translated by Flora Drew
Published: 30/05/2019
ISBN: 9781784708696
The Author
Over the 40 years of his career, Ma has ingeniously
chronicled a China struggling both to change and
to remember. Beijing Coma, his unparalleled novel
of the 1989 Tiananmen demonstrations, is a classic
work, as is The Dark Road, the macabre, spellbinding
story of a mother’s determined journey to outwit the
one-child policy. By rights, Ma should be recognised
as one of China’s greatest living novelists, yet his
name cannot be mentioned in the national press.
Beijing’s censorship of his books – banned for the last
30 years – has been effective.
Ma has a marksman’s eye for the contradictions of his
country and his generation, and the responsibilities
and buried dreams they carry. His perceptiveness,
combined with a genius for capturing people who
come from all classes, occupations, backgrounds
and beliefs; for identifying the fallibility, comedy and
despair of living in absurd times, has allowed him to
compassionately detail China’s complex inner lives.
Censoring his novels and banning his name have
been Beijing’s cynical response to Ma’s artistry, and to
the human lives that the novelist cannot forget, even
as the Chinese Dream envelops them.
https://www.theguardian.com/books/2018/nov/22/china-dream-byma-jian-review

The Book

President Xi Jinping promotes ‘the dream’ on a billboard
in China’s northern Hebei province. Photograph: Greg
Baker/AFP/Getty Images
https://www.theguardian.com/books/2018/nov/22/chinadream-by-ma-jian-review

In seven dream-like episodes, Ma Jian – the banned
Chinese writer hailed as ‘China’s Solzhenitsyn’
– charts the psychological disintegration of a
government leader in provincial China who is haunted
by nightmares of his violent past. A biting dystopian
satire, what Ma Jian reveals is a nation blinded by
materialism and governed by violence and lies.
Blending tragic and absurd reality with myth and
fantasy, this is not a portrait of an imagined future, but
of China as it is today.
https://www.penguin.co.uk/books/111/1115314/chinadream/9781784708696.html
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Ma Daode, the main character in China Dream, is director of the newly created China Dream Bureau, where
personal dreams are to be replaced by a communal China Dream. The ‘Dream’ not ‘Dreams’ aims to conquer
the fortress of multiple personal dreams, eradicate past dark dreams, and enter ‘the brain of every resident of
Ziyang City’, aimed to promote the new dream of China’s national rejuvenation, that includes a:
□ Strong China (economically, politically, diplomatically, scientifically, technologically and militarily)
□ Civilised China (equity, fairness, rich culture and high morals)
□ Harmonious China (harmony among social classes)
□ Beautiful China (sustainable environment)
The book masterfully intertwines China’s past, present and anticipated future, as it moves from the Cultural
Revolution to the present day, and then progresses towards first place in the global economic, technological
and military hierarchy. The time span represented via Daode, changes from an optimistic zealous youth,
dancing and waving red slogans during the Cultural Revolution, to the present 62 years old portly, influential
and corrupt government official who stockpiles mooncakes containing little gold bars in his attic. Despite been
married, he has developed into a serial womaniser, retaining a Fragrant Beauties Register, that complicates his
existence. Unfortunately, his hard earnt success is undermined by terrifying shards from his dark past piercing
his thoughts that he repetitively strains to obliterate. Even an orgy cannot console the fraught Daode to eradicate
these nightmares, and instead ‘he places his hopes in an imagined “China Dream Device” which, if implanted,
would make all dreams – first and foremost his own – comply with President Xi’s vision and allow him to wake up
inside “a life of unbridled joy”. https://www.theguardian.com/books/2018/nov/22/china-dream-by-ma-jian-review
Reality and dystopia mix, times converge, and dream locations overlap nightmare sites. Like a dream Daode
moves in and out of reality-the past mixed with the present, causing his schizophrenia to eventually accelerate
as his personal traumatic dreams constantly erupt to the surface. His major apprehension is his shameful
betrayal of his father. How can he erase this ghastly memory without committing the memory of them to
oblivion?
Both Mao Zedong and Xi Jinping dream-Mao’s Cultural Revolution and Xi’s China Dream-the Global Dream.
The dream is artistically symbolised on the cover of the book, with tree roots grounded in Mao’s Chinese soil
and Xi’s branches reaching upwards towards the endless global sky. Xi stated that young people should "dare to
dream, work assiduously to fulfil the dreams and contribute to the revitalisation of the nation", and he called for
"Socialism with Chinese Characteristics for a New Era".
The book provides a historical insight into the Cultural Revolution (1966-1976) covering topics such as: Mao;
rise of the communist party; destruction of bourgeois elements in society; revisionists removed by violent class
struggles; youths’ forming conflicting and violent Red Guard groups; and the transfer of youths to rural regions
such as the Down to the Country Movement. During the Revolution, millions of people were persecuted, and
suffered human rights abuses, public humiliation, torture, hard labour and seizure of property.
Interestingly, how China’s current era is connected to its past. Mao’s and Xi’s dreams are both manipulated
by similar mediums such as arts and literature (dancing, poetry, posters, displays and propaganda art), with
the additional deployment of modern technology today (texts and restricted internet). Seizure of property and
violent protests is evident with the clearing of property to cater for the current high rate of urbanisation in China.
Censorship continues to flourish, with some books banned, Internet controlled and school history regulated. One
ponders on the similarities between Mao’s and Xi’s dreams, their implementation and outcomes.
Dr. Susan Bliss
https://www.penguin.co.uk/books/111/1115314/china-dream/9781784708696.html
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UNDER RED SKIES

Three generations of life, loss and hope in
China
The Author
Karoline Kan was born in Tianjin in 1989
and studied at Beijing International Studies
University. After graduating she worked for
three years at ’That’s Beijing’, writing long-form
features in English about Chinese people’s
lives in a society shaped by a changing culture,
economy and politics. She then worked at
Radio France International, focusing more on
hard news, which helped her develop a better
understanding of China from different angles.
From summer 2016 to the end of 2018, she
worked for ‘The New York Times’ in Beijing and
is now an editor at ‘China Dialogue’.
http://asialiteraryagency.org/authors/karoline-kan/

The Book

Kan, who was born in 1989 as an illegal second child under China’s one-child policy, says it’s the
stories of ordinary Chinese like herself that showcase the real China. Here, she details the experience
of junxun, mandatory military training for college freshmen, shortly after starting university in Beijing.
Though gruelling, the experience prompted her to learn more about June 4, or the Tiananmen Square
protests and massacre, an event that defined the year of her birth that was missing from the history
books.
https://qz.com/1527810/what-chinas-forced-military-training-for-students-is-like/

Through the stories of three generations of women in her family, Karoline Kan, a former New York
Times reporter based in Beijing, reveals how they navigated their way in a country beset by poverty and
often-violent political unrest. As the Kans move from quiet villages to crowded towns and through the
urban streets of Beijing in search of a better way of life, they are forced to confront the past and break
the chains of tradition, especially those forced on women.
Raw and revealing, Karoline Kan offers gripping tales of her grandmother, who struggled to make a way
for her family during the Great Famine and her mother, who defied the One-Child Policy.
Under Red Skies is an engaging eyewitness account and Karoline's quest to understand the rapidly
evolving, shifting sands of China. It is the first English-language memoir from a Chinese millennial
to be published in America, and a fascinating portrait of an otherwise-hidden world, written from the
perspective of those who live there.
https://www.goodreads.com/book/show/40139525-under-red-skies
https://www.amazon.com/Under-Red-Skies-Three-Generations/dp/031641204X#reader_031641204X

"A heartfelt introduction into China's recent history -- and a rare firsthand dispatch from its millennial
generation....For those seeking to understand the future of China and U.S.-China relations, voices like
hers are an essential part of the conversation."
The Wall Street Journal
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YOUNG CHINA

How the Restless Generation Will Change Their Country and the
World
Zak Dychtwald
St. Martin’s Press, February 13, 2018
Zak Dychtwald moved to China after graduating from Columbia University.
He has recently relocated to New York City, where he has founded a think
tank and consultancy focused on young China. A fluent Mandarin speaker,
he spends nearly half of the year in China.
St. Martin’s Press: The author of Young China: How the Restless
Generation Will Change Their Country and the World, who is in his
twenties and fluent in Chinese, examines the future of China through
the lens of the jiu ling hou, the generation born after 1990.
The book explores, through personal encounters, how young Chinese feel
about everything from money and sex to their government, the West,
and China’s shifting role in the world―not to mention their love affair
with food, karaoke, and travel. Set primarily in the eastern second-tier city of Suzhou and the budding
western metropolis of Chengdu, the book charts the touchstone issues this young generation faces. From
single-child pressure to test-taking madness and the frenzy to buy an apartment as a prerequisite to
marriage, from one-night-stands to an evolving understanding of family, Young China offers a fascinating
portrait of the generation who will define what it means to be Chinese in the modern era.

Excerpts 3.12.18 Chinese Mayor-to-Be Tells His
Story
http://www.chinafile.com/library/excerpts/chinese-mayor-be-tells-his-story

Book Review:
Jeffrey Wasserstrom, The Wall Street Journal (February 14, 2018)
Randy Dotinga, The Christian Science Monitor (February 13, 2018)
Brendan Driscoll, Booklist Online (February 13, 2018)
Kirkus Reviews (December 10, 2017)
Related Reading:
“China’s 400 Million Millennials Balance Expectations of Family,
Culture and a Modern World,” Zak Dychtwald, WBUR, February 27,
2018
“Chinese Millennials Are about to Kick US Millennials’ Butts,” Zak
Dychtwald, New York Post, February 17, 2018
Author’s Recommendations:
A Billion Voices: China’s Search for a Common Language, David Moser (Penguin Specials, 2016)
River Town: Two Years on the Yangtze, Peter Hessler (Harper Perennial, 2006)
The Great Chinese Revolution: 1800-1985, John King Fairbank (Harper & Row, 1986)
http://www.chinafile.com/library/books/young-china
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SOLD PEOPLE

Traffickers and Family Life in North China
Johanna S. Ransmeier
Harvard University Press, March 20, 2017
Johanna S. Ransmeier is Assistant Professor
of History and the College at the University of
Chicago.
Harvard University Press: A robust trade in human
lives thrived throughout North China during the late
Qing and Republican periods. Whether to acquire
servants, slaves, concubines, or children―or
dispose of unwanted household members―families
at all levels of society addressed various domestic
needs by participating in this market.
Sold People brings into focus the complicit dynamic
of human trafficking, including the social and legal
networks that sustained it. Johanna Ransmeier
reveals the extent to which the structure of the
Chinese family not only influenced but encouraged
the buying and selling of men, women, and children.
For centuries, human trafficking had an ambiguous
status in Chinese society. Prohibited in principle
during the Qing period, it was nevertheless widely
accepted as part of family life, despite the frequent
involvement of criminals. In 1910, Qing reformers,
hoping to usher China into the community of
modern nations, officially abolished the trade.
But police and other judicial officials found the new law extremely difficult to enforce. Industrialization,
urbanization, and the development of modern transportation systems created a breeding ground for
continued commerce in people. The Republican government that came to power after the 1911 revolution
similarly struggled to root out the entrenched practice.
Ransmeier draws from untapped archival sources to recreate the lived experience of human trafficking
in turn-of-the-century North China. Not always a measure of last resort reserved for times of extreme
hardship, the sale of people was a commonplace transaction that built and restructured families as often as
it broke them apart.
Book Review:
Rubie S. Watson, The China Journal (January 2018)
Andrew J. Nathan, Foreign Affairs (November 2017)
Jonathan Mirsky, Times Higher Education (May 4, 2017)
Related Reading:
“The Untold Story of Women in China Who Took a Husband—And Then, Another,” Brittany Wong,
Huffington Post, July 26, 2017
“Domestic Ties, Household Bondage, and Trading of People in North China,” Christopher Weber, Division
of the Social Sciences, University of Chicago, August 12, 2014
Author Recommendations:
Dispossessed Lives: Enslaved Women, Violence, and the Archive, Marisa Fuentes (University of
Pennsylvania, 2016)
Fact in Fiction: 1920s China and Ba Jin’s Family, Kristen Stapleton (Stanford, 2016)
The Gender of Memory: Rural Women and China’s Collective Past, Gail Hershatter (University of California,
2011)
http://www.chinafile.com/library/books/sold-people
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POISONOUS PANDAS

Chinese Cigarette Manufacturing in
Critical Historical Perspectives
Matthew Kohrman, Gan Quan, Liu Wennan,
Robert N.Proctor
Stanford University Press, April 24, 2018
Matthew Kohrman is an Associate Professor
ofAnthropology at Stanford University. Gan
Quan isthe Director of Tobacco Control at
the InternationalUnion against Tuberculosis
and Lung Disease. LiuWennan is an Editor
for the Institute of ModernHistory at the
Chinese Academy of Social Sciences.
Robert N. Proctor is a Professor of the
History ofScience at Stanford University.
The Book
A favourite icon for cigarette manufacturers
across China since the mid-twentieth
century has been the panda, with factories
from Shanghai to Sichuan using cuddly
cliché to market tobacco products.
Over the last fifty years, transnational
tobacco companies and their allies
have fuelled a tripling of the world's
annual consumption of cigarettes. At the
forefront is the China National Tobacco
Corporation, now producing forty percent
of cigarettes sold globally. What's enabled
the manufacturing of cigarettes in China
to flourish since the time of Mao and
to prosper even amidst public health
condemnation of smoking?
In Poisonous Pandas, an interdisciplinary group of scholars comes together to tell that story. They offer
novel portraits of people within the Chinese polity—government leaders, scientists, tax officials, artists,
museum curators, and soldiers—who have experimentally revamped the country's pre-Communist cigarette
supply chain and fitfully expanded its political, economic, and cultural influence. These portraits cut against
the grain of what contemporary tobacco-control experts typically study, opening a vital new window on
tobacco—the single largest cause of preventable death worldwide today. https://www.sup.org/books/title/?id=24974
Related Reading:
“In China, Industry Push-Back Stubs out Anti-Smoking Gains,” Christian Shepherd, Reuters, May 31, 2018
“China’s Ministry in Charge of Tobacco Control Had Ties to the Tobacco Industry. Not Anymore,” Sidney
Leng, South China Morning Post, March 15, 2018
“The End of China’s ‘Ashtray Diplomacy’,” Heather Timmons and Quartz, The Atlantic, December 30, 2013
“The Political Mapping of China’s Tobacco Industry and Anti-Smoking Campaign,” Cheng Li, Brookings,
May 30, 2012
Author’s Recommendations:
Slow Violence and the Environmentalism of the Poor, Rob Nixon (Harvard University Press, 2013)
Frames of War: When Is Life Grievable?, Judith Butler (Verso; Reprint edition 2010)
Homo Sacer: Sovereign Power and Bare Life, Giorgio Agamben, Translated by Daniel Heller-Roazen
(Stanford University Press, 1998)
http://www.chinafile.com/library/books/poisonous-pandas
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BLOOD LETTERS

The Untold Story of Lin Zhao, a Martyr
in Mao’s China
Lian Xi
Basic Books, March 20, 2018
Lian Xi is a Professor of World Christianity
at Duke Divinity School. The author of
Redeemed by Fire and The Conversion of
Missionaries, he lives in North Carolina.
Basic Books: The staggering story of the
most important Chinese political dissident
of the Mao era, a devout Christian who
was imprisoned, tortured, and executed by
the regime.
Blood Letters tells the astonishing tale of
Lin Zhao, a poet and journalist arrested by
the authorities in 1960 and executed eight
years later, at the height of the Cultural
Revolution. Openly and steadfastly
opposing communism under Mao, she
rooted her dissent in her Christian faith—
and expressed it in long, prophetic writings
done in her own blood, and at times on
her clothes and on cloth torn from her
bedsheets.
Miraculously, Lin Zhao’s prison writings
survived, though they have only recently
come to light. Drawing on these works and
others from the years before her arrest,
as well as interviews with her friends, her
classmates, and other former political
prisoners, Lian Xi paints an indelible
portrait of courage and faith in the face of
unrelenting evil.
Book Review:
J.P. O’Malley, South China Morning Post (April 26, 2018)
Joseph C. Goulden, The Washington Times (March 18, 2018)
Amy Peterson, Christianity Today (February 20, 2018)
Kirkus Reviews (January 8, 2018)
Related Reading:
“The Chinese Dissident Who Wrote in Blood,” Lian Xi, Wall Street Journal, April 13, 2018
“Sensitive Words: Trying to Visit Lin Zhao’s Grave,” Anne Henochowicz, China Digital Times, May 6, 2015
“Remembrance of Dissident Lin Zhao Obstructed on 45th Execution Anniversary,” Patrick Boehler, South
China Morning Post, April 29, 2013
Author’s Recommendations:
How the Red Sun Rose: The Origin and Development of the Yan’an Rectification Movement, 1930–1945,
Gao Hua (Chinese University Press, 2018; Chinese version published in 2000)
Tombstone: The Great Chinese Famine, 1958-1962, Yang Jisheng (Farrar, Straus and Giroux, 2013)
God Is Red: The Secret Story of How Christianity Survived and Flourished in Communist China, Liao Yiwu
(HarperOne, 2012)
http://www.chinafile.com/library/books/blood-letters
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CENSORED

Distraction and Diversion Inside China’s Great
Firewall
Margaret E. Roberts
Princeton University Press, April 10, 2018
Margaret E. Roberts is an Assistant Professor of
Political Science at the University of California, San
Diego.
Princeton University Press: As authoritarian
governments around the world develop sophisticated
technologies for controlling information, many
observers have predicted that these controls
would be ineffective because they are easily
thwarted and evaded by savvy Internet users. In
Censored, Margaret Roberts demonstrates that
even censorship that is easy to circumvent can still
be enormously effective. Taking advantage of digital
data harvested from the Chinese Internet and leaks
from China’s Propaganda Department, this book
sheds light on how and when censorship influences
the Chinese public.
Roberts finds that much of censorship in China
works not by making information impossible to
access but by requiring those seeking information
to spend extra time and money for access. By
inconveniencing users, censorship diverts the
attention of citizens and powerfully shapes the
spread of information. When Internet users notice
blatant censorship, they are willing to compensate for better access. But subtler censorship, such as
burying search results or introducing distracting information on the web, is more effective because users
are less aware of it. Roberts challenges the conventional wisdom that online censorship is undermined
when it is incomplete and shows instead how censorship’s porous nature is used strategically to divide the
public.
Drawing parallels between censorship in China and the way information is manipulated in the United States
and other democracies, Roberts reveals how Internet users are susceptible to control even in the most
open societies. Demonstrating how censorship travels across countries and technologies, Censored gives
an unprecedented view of how governments encroach on the media consumption of citizens.
Book Review:
“Behind the Great Firewall: Two New Books,” Kyle Hutzler, Asian Review of Books (May 4, 2018)
Related Reading:
“How Sudden Censorship Can Increase Access to Information,” American Political Science Review, William
R. Hobbs and Margaret E. Roberts (April 2, 2018)
“Censored: Distraction and Diversion Inside China’s Great Firewall,” a lecture by Margaret Roberts,
Northeastern University (March 20, 2018)
“Apple, China and a Look Behind the ‘Great Firewall’,” Margaret Roberts, The Wrap (August 3, 2017)
Author’s Recommendations:
Consent of the Networked: The Worldwide Struggle For Internet Freedom, Rebecca MacKinnon (Basic
Books, 2013)
Nothing Is True and Everything Is Possible: The Surreal Heart of the New Russia, Peter Pomerantsev
(PublicAffairs, 2015)
Code: And Other Laws of Cyberspace, Lawrence Lessig (Basic Books, 2006)
http://www.chinafile.com/library/books/censored
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HIGH-SPEED EMPIRE

Chinese Expansion and the Future of Southeast Asia
Will Doig
Columbia Global Reports, May 1, 2018
Will Doig is a journalist covering urban development,
transportation, and infrastructure. Most recently, he
was a Senior Editor at George Soros’ Open Society
Foundations. He has worked as an international editor
at Next City, an online magazine about urbanism; a
contributing writer at Salon, where he wrote the weekly
“Dream City” column; and a Senior Editor at The Daily
Beast. He was a recurring guest on NPR’s “Talk of the
Nation” and his work has been republished in two books.
A graduate of George Washington University, he lives in
New York City.
Columbia Global Reports: The story of the world’s most
audacious infrastructure project.
Less than a decade ago, China did not have a single
high-speed train in service. Today, it owns a network of
14,000 miles of high-speed rail, far more than the rest of
the world combined. Now, China is pushing its tracks into
Southeast Asia, reviving a century-old colonial fantasy of
an imperial railroad stretching to Singapore, and kicking
off a key piece of the One Belt One Road initiative,
which has a price tag of U.S $1 trillion and reaches inside the borders of more than 60 countries.
The Pan-Asia Railway portion of One Belt One Road could transform Southeast Asia, bringing shiny
Chinese cities, entire economies, and waves of migrants where none existed before. But if it doesn’t
succeed, that would be a cautionary tale about whether a new superpower, with levels of global authority
unimaginable just a decade ago, can pull entire regions into its orbit simply with tracks, sweat, and lots of
money. Journalist Will Doig travelled to Laos, Thailand, Malaysia, and Singapore to chronicle the
dramatic transformations taking place—and to find out whether ordinary people have a voice in this
moment of economic, political, and cultural collision.
Book Review:
John Delury, Global Asia (March 26, 2018)
Kirkus Reviews (March 3, 2018)
Related Reading:
“India Can Relax. There’s a Bigger Belt and Road Bet Than Pakistan,” Shuli Ren, Bloomberg, May 1, 2018
“IMF Lagarde Says Belt and Road Progressing but Warns of Debt Risks,” Reuters, April 11, 2018
“China’s High-Speed Train Plans in Southeast Asia Stumble,” Yukako Ono, Nikkei Asian Review, December
28, 2017
“The Belt and Road Initiative and China’s Southeast Asia Diplomacy,” Xue Li and Li Yongke, The Diplomat,
November 28, 2017
“Is China’s Pan-Asia Rail Network a Drug Smuggler’s Dream?,” Zi Yang, Asia Times, June 23, 2017
“China Could Beat Japan on Bullet Train Projects in Southeast Asia,” Chu Daye, Global Times, February 8,
2017
Author’s Recommendations:
Hun Sen’s Cambodia, Sebastian Strangio (Yale University Press, 2014)
Wealth and Power: China’s Long March to the Twenty-first Century, Orville Schell and John Delury
(Penguin Random House, 2013)
China in Ten Words, Yu Hua (Penguin Random House, 2012)
http://www.chinafile.com/library/books/high-speed-empire
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CHINA’S GREAT MIGRATION

How the Poor Built a Prosperous Nation
Bradley Gardner
Independent Institute, July 1, 2017
Bradley M. Gardner is a Research Fellow
at the Independent Institute and a Foreign
Service Officer with the U.S. Department of
State. Prior to joining the Foreign Service,
he worked as a Research Analyst with The
Economist Intelligence Unit’s China office.
He has also worked as Managing Editor of
China International Business Magazine and
Editor-in-Chief for China Offshore/Invest
In at Mx Media, as well as covering the
financial sector and economic policy for the
Czech Business Weekly in Prague.
Gardner holds a M.A. in humanities from
the University of Chicago and a B.A. in
Chinese from the University of Southern
California.
More than simply a narrative of economic
progress, China’s Great Migration tells the
human story of China’s transformation,
featuring interviews with the men and
women whose way of life has been remade.
— Independent Institute
China’s rise over the past several
decades has lifted more than half of its
population out of poverty and reshaped
the global economy. What has caused
this dramatic transformation? In China’s Great Migration: How the Poor Built a Prosperous Nation, author
Bradley Gardner looks at one of the most important but least discussed forces pushing China’s economic
development: the migration of more than 260 million people from their birthplaces to China’s
most economically vibrant cities. By combining an analysis of China’s political economy with current
scholarship on the role of migration in economic development, China’s Great Migration shows how the
largest economic migration in the history of the world has led to a bottom-up transformation of China.
Gardner draws from his experience as a researcher and journalist working in China to investigate why
people chose to migrate and the social and political consequences of their decisions. In the aftermath of
China’s Cultural Revolution, the collapse of totalitarian government control allowed millions of people to
skirt migration restrictions and move to China’s growing cities, where they offered a massive pool of labour
that propelled industrial development, foreign investment, and urbanisation. Struggling to respond to the
demands of these migrants, the Chinese government loosened its grip on the economy, strengthening
property rights and allowing migrants to employ themselves and each other, spurring the Chinese economic
miracle. https://www.independent.org/store/book.asp?id=124
Book Review:
Andy Jordan, Midwest Book Review (August 19, 2017)
Related Reading:
“Interview: Understanding China’s ‘Great Migration,’” Shannon Tiezzi, The Diplomat, July 26, 2017
http://www.chinafile.com/library/books/chinas-great-migration; https://www.bookdepository.com/Chinas-Great-Migration-Bradley-MGardner/9781598132229
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HAUNTED BY CHAOS

China’s Grand Strategy from Mao Zedong to Xi Jinping
Sulmaan Wasif Khan
Harvard University Press, July 2018
Sulmaan Wasif Khan is an Assistant Professor of International
History and Chinese Foreign Relations at the Fletcher School of Law
and Diplomacy at Tufts University.
Harvard University Press: Before the Chinese Communist Party
came to power, China lay broken and fragmented. Today, it is a force
on the global stage, and yet its leaders have continued to be haunted
by the past. Drawing on an array of sources, Sulmaan Wasif Khan
chronicles the grand strategies that have sought not only to protect
China from aggression but also to ensure it would never again
experience the powerlessness of the late Qing and Republican eras.
Book Review:
Publishers Weekly (July 2, 2018)
Related Reading:
“China’s Grand Strategy in a New Era,” Zhong Feiteng, East Asia

Forum, March 5, 2018
“Globalisation and Chinese Grand Strategy,” Aaron Friedberg, Survival, January 29, 2018
“China’s Search for a Grand Strategy: A Rising Great Power Finds Its Way,” Wang Jisi, Foreign Affairs,
March/April 2011
“Interpreting China’s Grand Strategy,” Michael Swaine and Ashley Tellis, RAND, 2000
Author’s Recommendations:
China’s Search for Security, Andrew J. Nathan and Andrew Scobell (Columbia University Press, 2014)
Restless Empire: China and the World Since 1750, Odd Arne Westad (Basic, 2012)
Strategies of Containment, John Lewis Gaddis (Oxford University Press, 2005)
Red China Blues, Jan Wong (Anchor, 1997)
http://www.chinafile.com/library/books/haunted-chaos

IMPERIAL TWILIGHT

The Opium War and the End of China’s Last Golden Age
Stephen Platt
Alfred A. Knopf, May 15, 2018
Stephen R. Platt is a Professor of Chinese History at the University
of Massachusetts, Amherst. His last book, Autumn in the Heavenly
Kingdom (Knopf, 2012), was a Washington Post notable book, a
Foreign Policy “favourite read,” and won the Cundill Prize
Alfred A. Knopf: As China reclaims its position as a world power,
Imperial Twilight looks back to tell the story of the country’s last age
of ascendance and how it came to an end in the 19th-century Opium
War.
Book Review:
Ian Morris, The New York Times (July 2, 2018)
Julia Lovell, The Guardian (June 27, 2018)
Julian Gerwitz, The Wall Street Journal (May 17, 2018)
Kirkus Reviews (March 5, 2018)
http://www.chinafile.com/library/books/imperial-twilight
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THE THIRD REVOLUTION

Xi Jinping and the New Chinese State
Elizabeth C. Economy
Oxford University Press, May 3, 2018
Elizabeth C. Economy is the C.V. Starr Senior
Fellow and Director of Asia Studies at the
Council on Foreign Relations. An expert on
Chinese domestic and foreign policy, her most
recent book, with Michael Levi, is By All Means
Necessary: How China’s Resource Quest is
Changing the World.
Oxford University Press: In The Third
Revolution, Elizabeth C. Economy provides
an incisive look at the transformative changes
underway in China today. Chinese leader
Xi Jinping has unleashed a powerful set
of political and economic reforms: the
centralization of power under Xi, himself;
the expansion of the Communist Party’s role
in Chinese political, social, and economic
life; and the construction of a virtual wall
of regulations to control more closely the
exchange of ideas and capital between
China and the outside world. Beyond its
borders, Beijing has recast itself as a great
power, seeking to reclaim its past glory and
to create a system of international norms that
better serves its more ambitious geostrategic
objectives. In so doing, the Chinese leadership
is reversing the trends toward greater political
and economic opening, as well as the low-profile foreign policy, that had been put in motion by Deng
Xiaoping’s “Second Revolution” 30 years earlier.
Through a wide-ranging exploration of Xi Jinping’s top political, economic, and foreign policy priorities—
fighting corruption, managing the Internet, reforming the state-owned enterprise sector, improving the
country’s innovation capacity, enhancing air quality, and elevating China’s presence on the global stage—
Economy identifies the tensions, shortcomings, and successes of Xi’s reform efforts over the course of
his first five years in office. She also assesses their implications for the rest of the world, and provides
recommendations for how the United States and others should navigate their relationship with this vast
nation in the coming years.
http://www.chinafile.com/library/books/third-revolution

Book Review:
“Review: China Experts Enter Their Own “New Era”,” Christopher Beddor, Reuters Breakingviews, (2018)
Related Reading:
“China’s New Revolution,” Elizabeth C. Economy, Foreign Affairs, May 2018
“On GPS: Xi and China’s ‘Third Revolution’,” Fareed Zakaria, CNN, March 2, 2018
“The Implications of China Eradicating Presidential Term Limits,” Ailsa Chang, NPR, February 26, 2018
Author’s Recommendations:
The Governance of China, Xi Jinping (Shanghai Press, 2015)
China Goes Global: The Partial Power, David Shambaugh (Oxford University Press, 2013)
China: Fragile Superpower, Susan L. Shirk (Oxford University Press, 2008)
Source: http://www.chinafile.com/library/books/third-revolution
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Year 8

INDONESIAN SHADOW PUPPETS
https://www.flickr.com/photos/35139593@N00/3864719529
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EXPLORE SCRIPT WRITING AND THE ELEMENTS OF NARRATIVE AND DRAMA THROUGH STUDYING INDONESIAN SHADOW PUPPETS.

Year 8 Indonesian Shadow Puppet Unit
This unit can be approached as an independent unit or can be adapted to be included within a
larger narrative, storytelling or drama unit depending on the Faculty’s scope and sequence.

AIM
Year 8 students will explore script writing and the elements of narrative and drama through studying
Indonesian shadow puppets. Students will develop and expand their literacy skills through composing and
responding to activities that aim to enhance vocabulary skills. Other skills that will be target are student’s
ability to identify, utilise and manipulate language features to construct and convey meaning.

KEY CONCEPTS
The unit commences with a series of ‘front loading’ activities aimed to revise and expose students to
narrative elements within short stories as well as drama scripts. Activities will focus on developing students’
understanding of the significance of ‘voice’ within a narrative.

RATIONALE
Students:
•

review devices used in the construction of narratives

•

become confident in identifying and using narrative techniques in their own writing

•

become confident in identifying narrative techniques and their meanings

•

become confident in interpreting meaning in stories.

•

understand the intention of word selection in creating meaning as well as positioning the responder

Students develop skills in writing:
• critically
• creatively
• analytically

OUTCOMES:
1. A student responds to and composes texts for understanding, interpretation, critical analysis and
pleasure.
2. A student uses a range of processes for responding to and composing texts.
3. A student responds to and composes texts in different technologies.
4. A student uses and describes language forms and features and structures of texts appropriate to
different audiences, purposes and context.
5. A student makes informed language choices to shape meaning with accuracy, clarity and coherence.
6. A student draws on experience, information and ideas to imaginatively and interpretively respond to
and compose texts.
7. A student thinks critically and interpretatively about information, ideas and arguments to respond to
and compose texts.
8. A student makes connections between and among texts.
9. A student demonstrates an understanding that texts express views of their broadening world and their
relationship within it.
10. A student identifies, considers and appreciates cultural expression in text.
11. A students uses, reflects on, assesses individual and collaborative skills for learning.
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OUTCOMES

6,9

TEACHING AND LEARNING
Outline unit aims and outcomes to students and discuss unit assessment drawing links between the
assessment and the skills to be addressed in the unit
Watch the UNESCO Video The Wayang Puppet Theatre
While watching the documentary identify the key vocabulary and make a list of content specific and
useful vocabulary the unit.

RESOURCES

Appendix 1 – Unit Rationale

The Wayang Puppet Theatre

Vocab worksheet

1,4

Students start a Vocabulary list of words that connect with and are used in this unit using the
vocabulary sheet.

6,9

Students Revisit Narrative Elements (‘The BIG 5’)

Elements of Narrative

Students revise and discuss the elements of a narrative:

Teaching notes on narrative text
type

1.
2.
3.
4.
5.

4,5,7,

Plot
Setting
Themes
Characters
Narrative techniques.
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•

Students make their own notes on the definitions of these terms.

•

In pairs, students read the Indonesian folk story “Malin Kundang” and record the elements of a
narrative in paragraph form providing examples and textual evidence where appropriate

•

Malin Kundang” told by
Phillip Mahnken – Folk
Stories from Asia

•

Malin Kundang on
Telling tales from
Indonesia

•

Malin Kundang Story on
Scribd
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TEACHING AND LEARNING
2,11

Storytelling
Using a Hot Potato, students brainstorm:

1,4,6,8

1,5,6,8

1.
2.
3.
4.

(Hot Potato instructions: Break class into groups of 4. Place the 4 focus areas on separate sheets of
paper. Each member of the group completes a different focus area in 1 minute and then, under the
direction of the teacher, passes their page onto the next student. An alternate is to have students
write the focus area heading in their book and then complete the first one themselves and then,
under the teacher’s direction, passes their book onto the next person to complete the second etc.)

Story Writing Activities
Collective story telling (Narrative structure and techniques)
•
•
•

1,3,6,11

•
•
•
•

Hot potato strategy
instructions

Who tells stories?
Why people tell stories?
What stories are being told?
How stories are told?

At the end of the activity, as a class, students share notes with each other and add to their own
information under the heading “storytelling’.

1,4,6,8

RESOURCES

Student 1 writes a 3 sentences orientation and pass onto
Student 2 to write an additional 3 sentences. To complete the orientation pass onto
Student 3 who will read the completed orientation and write 3 sentences of the complication
and pass onto
Student 4 to write an additional 3 sentences to complete the complication.
Student 5 and 6 - Repeat for resolution.
Student 7 will read and correct spelling and punctuation errors.
Student 8 will add/modify techniques such as imagery, dialogue, first person/third person
narrative

Students complete a PMI reflecting on the issues surrounding this type of process for writing

PMI

OUTCOMES

TEACHING AND LEARNING
9,11

2. Oral story telling - (Active Listening)

“Masarasenani and the Sun”

Using a Triad, Student A reads the Indonesian short story “Masarasenani and the Sun” to Student B.
Student C is observing – noting the elements of the story using guided work sheet. Student C then
retells the story back to students A and B who will take notes on content of the story as well as the
narrative techniques used by the composer.

The world of Asian Stories a
teaching resource by Cathy
Spagnoli

If you don’t not have access to The world of Asian Stories use an alternative story from the web
resources listed
Students complete a PMI reflecting on the issues surrounding this type of process for writing
2,11

3. Sketch to stretch - a visual representation of the story
As the Indonesian narrative “Masarasenani and the Sun” (or alternate story) is being read by the
teacher to the class, students transform the words into pictures. The extract is read 2 times. Students
will then transform their drawings into a 6 frame comic strip. Students will select a lucky dip genre
card and transform their comic (remaining as true to the original story as possible) into either: a
western, horror, romance, sci fi ,comedy or fantasy Comics will be collected and collated into genres
and then handed to students in groups of 4 who will analyse the comics to decide on three
conventions of that genre. Each group will present to class for discussion.
The Voice of the Storyteller
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1,4,5,7,
10,11

RESOURCES

Using a Think, Pair, Share, students revisit first- and third-person narrative. Students note down their
definition of these terms for discussion. Students will read the Indonesian play “Why Cats and Dogs
are Enemies” or alternative story of your choice and change the dialogue to 3rd person narrative voice.
In pairs, students make a list of the personal pronouns and tense etc. that they needed to alter. As a
class, discuss the difference in language features used and whether that changes the intended impact
on the responder or the meaning of the text. Students write a comment about which approach they
enjoyed the most and why.

ALTERNATIVE STORIES
Indonesian Folktales by, Balai
Pustaka ,1981
Archive of Indonesian Legends
PMI
Sketch to stretch
6 frame comic strip.
‘lucky dip’ a genre card

First, Second and Third Person
Overview
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TEACHING AND LEARNING
1,2,5,7

1,4,5,7,
10,11

Introduction to Shadow Puppets – Wayang Kulit Information project
Students complete the K & W of the KWL (the L will be completed at the end of the unit included in the
reflection process) regarding their understanding of Wayang Puppets. This activity can be completed by
students either working independently, small groups or as a jigsaw. Using a Think, Pair, Share, students discuss
their responses and record the responses of others.
Students create a presentation possibly a Pecha Kucha Using a 4 level guide to determine 20 focus questions
for inquiry .It is important that students generate questions across all levels of the 4 level guide.
After determining the questions students submit a proposal for their presentation to the teacher.
In small groups students create a presentation using PowerPoint, Windows Movie Maker, Photoshop Elements,
iMovie, Prezi or a mobile app such as Explain Everything. The presentation should reflect their research and
understanding of Indonesian shadow puppets and provide a deep exploration of Wayang Kulit.
Hand out and discuss the Assessment Rubric with the class to clarify the expectations and criteria for the task.
The students work will be assessing under the following 6 headings:
1. PRESENTATION STRUCTURE AND TECHNICAL ASPECTS
2. RESEARCH AND ANALYSIS
3. ORGANISATION
4. VISUAL APPEAL AND CREATIVITY
5. PREPARATION AND SCRIPTING
6. PRESENTATION SKILLS
Reflection of Learning
After completing the research presentation task:
• Publish their presentations on the class blog using slide share or similar
• Peer assess and self asses using the rubric provided and submit to teacher
• Give feedback to fellow students by making high quality comments on their work

RESOURCES
KWL
Explanation of Pecha Kucha
method
•
•
•
•

4 level Guide
Prezi example
Wayang Kulit PowerPoint
How to Make a Movie File
Using PowerPoint and
iMovie

•
•
•

Assessment Rubric
slide share
Writing high quality
comments

OUTCOMES

TEACHING AND LEARNING

RESOURCES
Appendix 1 – Unit Rationale

Outline unit aims and outcomes to students and discuss unit assessment drawing links between the
assessment and the skills to be addressed in the unit
Watch the UNESCO Video The Wayang Puppet Theatre
While watching the documentary identify the key vocabulary and make a list of content specific and
useful vocabulary the unit.

The Wayang Puppet Theatre

Vocab worksheet

Students start a Vocabulary list of words that connect with and are used in this unit using the
vocabulary sheet.

Students Revisit Narrative Elements (‘The BIG 5’)

Elements of Narrative scaffold

Students revise and discuss the elements of a narrative:

Teaching notes on narrative text
type
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6. Plot
7. Setting
8. Themes
9. Characters
10. Narrative techniques.
•

Students make their own notes on the definitions of these terms.

•

In pairs, students read the Indonesian folk story “Malin Kundang” and record the elements of a
narrative in paragraph form providing examples and textual evidence where appropriate

•

Malin Kundang” told by
Phillip Mahnken – Folk
Stories from Asia

•

Malin Kundang on
Telling tales from
Indonesia

•

Malin Kundang Story on
Scribd
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OUTCOMES
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TEACHING AND LEARNING
1,4,5,7,
10,11

1,6,9,11
1,2,3,4,
7,8,9
10,11

1,2,3,4,7,
8,9
10,11

Shadow puppet – Workshop - Creating Silhouettes
Using a light source (OHP or desk lamp) and cardboard templates allow the students to experiment
with creating silhouettes and shapes for shadow puppets.
Discuss:
• Positive and negative shape
• Space and light and how subtle alterations of distance and angle dramatically alter the cast
shadow
• The effects of scale and proximity on meaning
Students use cardboard to create an object e.g. flowers, face, person, animal, sun, ball. They then
bring out and place on the OHP for discussion of space, light, shape and meaning.
Students complete a PMI for at least 5 students in the class focusing on the effectiveness of their
representation.
Group work –Shadow Puppet Production
1. Rules and Roles: Establishment of groups. Discussion of individual roles within groups. Group
roles will link to theatre roles of director, producer, writers, publicity officer.
2. Narrative Selection: Short story selection – each member of the group will reread the three
narratives from Indonesia and negotiate amongst themselves and with the teacher their
selection of a story to tell.
3. Proposal: The group will write and submit a 100-word proposal for their story, script writing
and making of Puppets.
4. Scriptwriting: Students write a script for the performance using a narrator as the storyteller
with small intrusions of dialogue.
5. Puppet Production Students create their shadow puppets.
The activities are designed to take no more than 4 periods. Homework and out of class time will be
expected.

RESOURCES
OHP, desk lamps or another
light source
•

A documentary exploring
Wayang Kulit

•

PMI

•

Script Writing support

•

Indonesian folklore

•

Exploring Wayang
characters

•

Scriptwriting templates

OUTCOMES

TEACHING AND LEARNING
1,2,3,4,7,
8,9
10,11

RESOURCES

After activity selection…
1. Devising an Action Plan
CAF (Consider All Factors)
Groups map out what they need to do to complete project – keep a running sheet of what was
completed and where to next lesson.
Activities
Activity A - An Advertising campaign.
Decide on target audience for performance. Use a program like Photoshop elements to design and
create a theatre poster, billboard, magazine ad, tickets for the performance as well as the design of a
company name, logo and trademark. The completion of a PMI reflection sheet.
Activity B - Web page design
Use weebly or similar to create a well organised web page that will contain: general and specific
information on Shadow puppets, hyperlinks to Wikipedia’s page (and other sites) links to your
company home page which will provide detailed profiles of your team, a synopsis of your latest work,
graphics of your production, contact details etc. The completion of a PMI reflection sheet.

CAF Action Plan

Poster design tutorials

10 Ways for Teachers &
Students to Build Websites
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Activity C Podcasting In and Out of the
The creation of a 5 min radio interview and completion of the reflection sheet.
Classroom
A written transcript must be submitted with a copy of the interview either on tape or in MP3 format, a
300-word feature article including graphics of your production as well as a 150 word review of your
production. The completion of a PMI reflection sheet.
Performance
Using the tickets and promotional materials designed in Activity A the activities, students will invite
other classes to the performance. The host welcomes and will explain the process the class has been
through and their intended outcomes. One member of each group will explain their performance and
be available for Q&A at the conclusion of their performance.
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Some Useful Websites for Wayang research and extension ideas
Topic

description

click

URL

DANCING SHADOWS

Museum of international folk-art site
exploring all aspects of the traditional art of
Wayang

http://online.internationalfolkart.org/dancingshadows

WAYANG BALI

A comprehensive account of Balinese
Wayang kulit.

http://www.balibeyond.com/wayangbali.html

WAYANG JAVA

Detailed information about Wayang Java

http://www.balibeyond.com/wayangjava.html

MAKING WAYANG

A practical art lesson on making Wayang

http://www.thatartistwoman.org/2011/01/wayang-kulitindonesian-shadow-puppets.html

WAYANG KULIT

An excellent Introduction to Javanese
Shadow Puppets including some good videos

http://keithtravelsinindonesia.blogspot.com.au/2012/01/wayang-kulitintroduction-to-javanese.html

WAYANG PUPPETRY
WORKSHOP

Comprehensive notes by puppetry artist
Made Sidia designed for teachers but also
very useful for students

http://studiesofasia.wikispaces.com/file/view/Wayang+teachin
g+notes.pdf

SHADOW PUPPETRY

Discusses all the features of Dalat Kulit

http://artsonline2.tki.org.nz/resources/lessons/drama/drama_
puppetry/drama_understand_e.php

WAYANG KULIT

A comprehensive website with extensive
information on the Dalat Kulit

http://www.semarweb.com/wayang.html

THE WAYANG FIGURE

A detailed description of the prominent
characters

http://www.joglosemar.co.id/wyg_figur/index.html

Pecha Kucha Presentation Rubric
EXEMPLARY

ACCOMPLISHED

DEVELOPING

BEGINNING
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PRESENTATION

The presentation covers 20 ideas
and runs flawlessly.

The presentation covers 20 ideas and
runs with one minor technical flaw.

The presentation covers 20 ideas but
has several minor technical flaws.

The presentation
does not cover 20
ideas and has some major technical
flaws.

RESEARCH
ANALYSIS

Student research reflects deep
understanding that fully addresses
complexity of the topic.

Student research reflects good
understanding and addresses most of
the key ideas of the topic.

Student research reflects some
understanding and addresses some of
the key ideas of the topic. Some key
ideas are overlooked.

Little or no attempt made to identify or
explain the key ideas of the topic

ORGANISATION

The presentation was extremely
organised and the ideas and images
flowed in a manner that was easily
followed and understood.

The presentation was fairly organised and The presentation was poorly organised
the ideas were mostly well explained.
and the ideas were hard to follow and
There maybe have some
the use of images as poor.
inconsistencies ion the use of images

Disorganised and hard to follow.
Inappropriate use of images.

VISUAL APPEAL
AND CREATIVITY

The images/text chosen were
appropriate and extremely thoughtful
to the topic and conveyed in an
excellent manner the purpose. The
audience was informed and
entertained.

The presentation used good quality
visual images and has used a creative
or interesting visual design for the
presentation.

The presentation used adequate quality
visual images but does not use a creative
or interesting visual design. The
images/text chosen distracted from the
presentation.

Visual images are poorly chosen, OR the
quality of the images is inferior or very
pixelated, OR used a particularly
garish or distracting visual design for
the presentation.

PREPARATION
&
SCRIPTING

The presenters prepared an excellent
script, rehearsed, demonstrated
superior knowledge of the subject
matter, and engaged with audience.

The presenter obviously prepared a
script, rehearsed, demonstrated
strong knowledge of the subject
matter, and did not read to
audience.

The script for the presentation is poor
and demonstrated marginal knowledge of
the subject matter, and occasionally read
to the audience.

It appears that the presenter did not
prepare a script OR demonstrated
minimal knowledge of the subject
matter, OR read
to audience

PRESENTATION
SKILLS

Demonstrated outstanding
presentation skills (pace/ tone/
volume, confidence /poise, gestures,
eye contact, rapport with audience,
use of presentation media, etc.).

Demonstrated sound presentation skills
(pace/tone/volume, confidence/poise,
gestures, eye contact, rapport with
audience, use of presentation media,
etc.).

Demonstrated some presentation skills
(pace/tone/volume, confidence/poise,
gestures, eye contact, rapport with
audience, use of presentation media,
etc.).

Demonstrated poor presentation skills
(pace/tone/volume, confidence/poise,
gestures, eye contact, rapport with
audience, use of presentation media,
etc.).
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CAF =Consider all factors
Purpose:
• When making choices or
thinking about something,
there are many factors to
consider.
• Failing to consider all the
factors can lead to
unexpected or unwanted
outcomes.
The CAF process helps us to
discover factors we may have
neglected or failed to see.

Principles:
1. Do a CAF before choosing,
deciding or planning
2. Consider all factors first
then pick out the most
important ones
3. Do it with some else as
they may recognise
factors you have ignored
4. Leaving out a factor can
change the outcome

Process Tips:
Often our thinking is limited to
the obvious factors. Using CAF
switches attention from the
importance of the factors to
looking around for all the
factors before deciding on the
important factors to consider
To give structure to your
thinking process, it is useful to
consider
1. The factors affecting
oneself
2. The factors affecting other
people
3. The factors affecting
society in general.

CAF =Consider all factors
Me

My thoughts

Partner’s thoughts

Others

My thoughts

Partner’s thoughts

Society

My thoughts

Partner’s thoughts
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5 Elements of Narrative
Plot

Setting

Themes

Characters

Narrative techniques

120
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I
M
P
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Sketch to stretch
1.

2.

3.

4.

5.

6.

6 frame comic strip
1.

2.

3.

4.

5.

6.
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L
W
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K

Genre Lucky dip

Romance
Comedy
Horror
Science fiction

fantasy
Western
© ASIA Volume 47 Number 1		
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Indonesian Puppet theatre Vocabulary List
Word

etymology

Definition

Word in context

4 Level guide

4.
EXTENDED THINKING

Prove Synthesize Critique Analyse
Create Synthesise Connect Design good/bad?
Correct or incorrect? Why? Effective or ineffective? Why?
Relevant or irrelevant? Why? Logical or illogical? Why?
Proven or not proven? Why?
Ethical or unethical? Why?

3

STRATEGIC THINKING

Develop a logical argument Construct Differentiate
Draw Conclusions Formulate Investigate Revise
Compare Construct Assess Compare Site evidence

2

SKILL/CONCEPT

Categorise Cause/Effect Collect and Display Classify
Construct Distinguish Estimate Graph Identify Patterns
Infer Organise Sort Predict relate Use context
Interpret What is the main argument?
Make Observations
Modify

1.

RECALL

Repeat Recite Draw List Label Measure Report
Quote Match Define Memorise
Make observations Modify
Who? What? When? Where? Give an example of
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Policy for submission of
articles to the AETA Journal
• Articles, programmes, units of work, worksheets, ideas, resources,

reviews etc.are welcome as submissions to the Editor for inclusion in
the Journal

• As the Association is a non-profit organisation, no payments are made
to those who submit articles which are subsequently used.

• Copyright remains with the author and any copyright payments will be
paid to the author.

• No members of the Executive are paid for their work or contributions
to the Journal.

• The authorship of all articles is acknowledged in the Journal.
• Copyright of material must be acknowledged for any material used by

a contributor where original material is used, and proof of permission
must be provided to the Editor.

• The use in the Journal of an article is at the discretion of the Editor.
• Material, including images submitted for publication, must be in
editable digital format and may be accompanied by hard copy.
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Cover design – reﬂects the articles contained in this issue on anime/
manga, a novel study, Haiku poetry about climate change, dragons of
the orient, books on China and Indonesian shadow puppets. Many of
the images used in this publication have been sourced from Pixabay
which are media ﬁle repository making available public domain and
freely-licensed educational media content – https://pixabay.com/
Images used:
• https://pixabay.com/photos/dragon-broncefigur-goldendragon-238931/
• https://pixabay.com/illustrations/climate-change-globalwarming-2254711/
• https://pixabay.com/photos/books-study-literature-learnstack-2158773/
• https://pixabay.com/illustrations/moe-woman-girl-suit-animemanga-570518/
• https://pixabay.com/photos/wayang-puppet-shadowtraditional-695696/
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